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Although some critics have mentioned Conrad's women
characters in studies, they oftentimes find these figures
to he in the background without much to do with
the development of the plot or the philosophy of Conrad.
This is particularly true of earlier critics. Grace Isabel
Colbron wrote in 1914:
They are out of it indeed, in this world of thc
sea, and those who live thereon in ships; this
world of bleak or poisonous coasts, of secret
harbours, mysterious rivers, savage jungle and
savage men. The women are there, of course;
hut they are always the passive factor and never
the active or positive force.'
Even in the 1960's, Gustav Mort points out that many critics,
including himself, believe that something is unfinished
about Conrad's women.
2
What does prevail in Conrad's writing, however, is
just the opposite: a complete figure of considerable sig-
nificance--a "feminine mystique"--in his stories. R. L.
Megroz feels that his novel Chance alone is enough to estab-
lish Conrad as a successful creator of women characters.3
1Grace Isabel Colbron, "Joseph Conrad's Women,"
The :?co;=,:n, XXXIX (January, 19144), 476.
Gustav Y.orf, The Folls'n Eerlta,ve of Josenh Conrad
(Nev York: Haskell House, 1965). p. Al.
3R. L. Mcgroz, Joscoh Conrad's Yind and Method (New
York: Russell & Russell, 19o4), p. 193.
1
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Moreover, Bernard C. Meyer finds that women actually domi-
nate Conrad's fictional world beginning with "A Smile of
Fortune" in 1910.
4
An examination of Conrad's life will provide one with
insight into the revelation of his women characters. The
following novels and short stories, investigated in this
study, will reveal Conrad's portrayal of the woman, her
characteristics and associated imagery, and her role in his
works to unveil his all-encompansing philosophy of life:
Almayer's Folly, The Arrow of Gold, Chance, Lord jiM,
Noctromo, An Cutcast of the Islands, The Rescue, The Rover,
The Secret Agent, Under Western .byes, Victory, "Amy Foster,"
"The Brute," "The End of the Tether," "Freya of the Seven
Islen," "1he Heart of Darkness," "The Idiots," "The Planter
of Xalata," "The Return," "A Smile of Fortune," and
"Tomorrow."
4
Bernard C. Yleyer, ...Joseph Conrad: A Psychoanalytic







The facts of an author's personal life are somettmes
an unimportant element. With Joseph Conrad this is not the
case. His life an] his works are very closely related.5
Of his overwhelming subjectivity. Conrad himself wrote In
A Personal Record:
lost, almost all, friendships of the writing period
of my life have come to me through my books, and I
know that a novelist lives in his work. he stands
there, the only reality in an invented world, among
Imaginary things, happenings, and people. Writing
about them, he is only writing about himself. But
the disclosure is not complete. He remains, to a
certain extent, a figure behind the veil; a sus-
pected rather than a seen presence--a moyement and
a voice behind the draperies of fiction.°
In this vein, then, Conrad's women characters will be seen
to be intimately related to the author's life. Those bio-
graphical facts and interpretations which are essential to
this approach will be surveyed.
Teodor Jozef Konrad Nalecz Korzeniowski was born on
December 3, 1857, in the Russian-ruled Polish province of
Podolia, near Berdichev. He was the only child of Appal°
5Cliver Warner, Jorenh Conrad, No. in of British
Writers Their W=77s, ed. by Bonary robr4e. Lincoln:
University of 1;ebraska Frees, 1960), p. 48.
6
Joseph Conrad, A Fersorril Record (Garden City:
Doubleday, Page & Company, 1C, p. YV.
3
and Evelina Nalecz Korzeniowski. Apparently, the most
important factor in the constitution of Conrad was his
mother. some believe she save him an ideal conception of
wolen.
7
• Whether this IF true or not, Evelina Korzenlowski
certainly ei:1 have a major influence on Conrad not only CP
a child nlso as an author. Jerry Allen F -J7E, that the
young Josenh Conrad played by tte tecisine o4: his 7other when
she was ill with tuberculosis. The boy was only seven when
she died. Apollo Korzeniowski, melancholy and Eref-strleken.
turned so vehenently to religion that he virt:;:ally resiEned
from hie role as a fatner to his eon. He referr,, to the
child as a "little orphan." Conrad did not even have the
benefit of ME father's physical presence when he (Joseph
Conrad) was eleven years old; his father died of tuberculosis
in Cracaw after his freedom from exile.
8
Ford Maddox Ford writes that Joseph Conrad always
spoke "denrecatiously" qf his father; however, he always
related feelings of "passionate adoration" for his mother.
Conrad felt that the Polish national spirit had been molded
by women like his mother. The men, he felt, were helpless.
9
Morf feels that it may have been Evelina Korzeniowski who
initiated her son's concern with the fattier-daughter
7E. H. Visiak, The Mirror of Conrad (London: Werner
Laurie, 1955), p. 39.
k9-Jerry Allen, The Sea Years of jc%r, nh Conrad (Garden
City: Doubleday and Company, 1:7)7 p. 114.
9Ford Esddox Ford, Josenh Conrad: A Personal





relationship. At any rate, Conrad was aware of the result-
ing conflict caused by the objection of Evelina Korzeniowski's
father to her marriage. The father died still keeping his
objection. Of this conflict Conrad wrote: "She was torn
by the inward struFgle between her love for the man whom she
was to marry in ti:e end, and her knowledge of her dead father's
objectin to that match." The result was that he "coul not
“10
give to others that feelinp of peace whlch was not her own.
F:velina horzeniowskl was evidently tven more Important
r.e r Conrad than has teen previously 17plied.
If one scar.: Conrae: I s fictional rorks, the incestuuus over-
tones--if not blatant incest--are obvious. 1,:eyer finds that
the inceatuous re:iltionship overshadows the more customary
love affairs in Almaver's Folly, "Freya of the Seven Isl-s,"
and Chance. Ortega's passion for his cousin Rita appears in
The Arrow of Gold. Conrad's unfinished The Sisters also
deals with incest.11 However, the mother-son relationship
is conspicuously absent. Meyer discovers that Conrad makes
such a relationship impossible. The mothers are usually
dead. In The Secret !gent a male child appears. In order
for Conrad to have allowed a female adult to be the child's
guardian, ho :Lakes her the boy's Elster.
12 What is so
noticeably not there is just as important as what is so
conspicuously there.
--Koff, Polish heritac7e, p. 42.
11,





As already mentioned, feelings toward the father
were quite different. Robert R. Hodges thinks that this
affected Conrad's work, for there is a dislike of the ethic
of sympathy and anti-authoritarianism." Cne might just as
well call this Conrad's dislike of chivalry. The short re-
lationship Conrad had with his parents is hardly what Is
totally responsible for his unusual concept of women. lever-
theless, as Meyer states, his mother's death gave him a feeling
of being abandoned.14
Joseph Conrad suffered the pangs of his first loves
in his middle teens.
heart, Conrad wrote,
you liked." This is
woman. Cne can find
Probably to his first childhood sweet-
"You always could make me do whatever
the beginning of subservience to a loved
this trait in all of Conrad's lovers.15
As best as one can determine from biographical accounts,
this first love was Janina Taube. Even in later years when
she married and Conrad wrote to her, he signed his letters:
"Always your devoted servant, Conrad Korzeniowski."16
In 1873 Conrad fell in love with his distant cousin,
Tekla. Najder relates that Conrad flirted with her and was




 Robert R. Hodges, Stueller in EnFlish Litervture,
Vol. XXIX: The Duvl Herltave of josen_t Ccnrad (Paris:






1672zislaw Najder, Conra's Polich ;2. ,1--rre.ond
(London: Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 233.
p. 13.
•
obviously felt Tekla treated him harshly. The effect of
this last affair was tremendous on the young. sensitive
Conrad. In the first manuscript draft of The Laucrh, a
small portion of which was used in The Arrow of Go3d, Conrad
wrote concerning thiE relationship that he "had struck at
5omethin4:- particularly wicked and even devilish." This girl
nad turned a genuine display of sentiment into ridicule.
Conrad felt that he amused her at first; then he only bored
her. HP .c._mse cut of this ro7ationship with a cvTplete mis-
trust of himself. thour-ht of her as a soperior being.
His flnal ! res,olcn leTIF that "If that's it never, never
a:ain. "1"7
f the ether, Tore gentle love, Conrad was grateful
for the mere pressure of her hand upon leaving Poland: It
was very little that she had done. A mere pressure of the
hand. But he had remembered it for five and thirty years
of separation and silence."
19
John Dozier Gordon believes
that upsetting early loves contributed to Conrad's desire
to leave Poland.
20
A few years after Conrad's departure from Poland,
he was in Marseilles. His Uncle Thaddeus supplied him with
letters of' Introduction and a small allowance. The sixteen-
1P •• Oerard Jean-Aubry, The Frt.! Dreamer: A Defiritive
Ltcra'rilf Joseph Conrad, trans. by helen Sebba CLonOon:
e, l2.7). pp. :'7-29.8.
19Ibid., p. 288.
20John Dozier Gordon, Joserh Conrad: The YrIkinF. of
a Novelist (Lew York: Russell & Russell Inc., 1-9T3), p. 8.
1
year-old Conrad was fulfilling his dream by becoming a
French sailor. Jerry Allen writes that this Is the place
where Conrad met the love that was to send him wandering
ur.on the seas for some twenty years.
21
The defin!.tive
biography of Joseph Conrad relates the episode. Conrad
told that he became a member of a syndicate that operated
the Tremollno, a sailing vessel used in smuarding. It
was used In smuggling arms Into Spain. This was done in
support of Don Carlos de Bourbon, the Pretender to the
Spanish throne. During this escapade, Conrad was to have
fouEht a duel. The duel Conrad fought must have then place
In February, 1878. The duel was fought with a partner in
the Tres.olino escapade. Blunt, the partner, had been spread-
ing slander because of jealousy--Conrad was in favor with
Faula de Smogyi, the mistress of Don Carlos de Pourhon,
and he was a rejected suitor. Out of honor, Conrad challenged
Blunt to a duel. Conrad, however, did receive a bullet wound
in the chest, which nearly killed him. Faula nursed him back
to health. As soon as she discovered that he was going to
be well, she disappeared from his life just as she had
entered into it. She did not wish to compromise the future
of Conrad.
22
There are those like Jocelyn Baines and leyer, though,
who find the truth of the Marseilles experience to be quite
12 Jerry Allen, The Thunder and the Sunshine (New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1458), 1)770.
nubry, Dreamer, p. 74.
tr4
9
different. Baines points out a letter written by Tadeusz
Bobrowski, the guardian of Conrad after the death of Conrad's
parents, to Stefan Buszczynski in which Conrad's duel W132
really a suicide attempt.23 This letter, written in March,
179, states what undoubtedly really happened:
he, Konrad, was left behind, unable to sign on for
a shir--poor as a church MOUPu and, moreover heavily
in det--for while speculating he had livee on credit,
had ordered the thins necessary for his voyage and
so forth. Faced with this situation, he borrows
ec ranos from his friend, nr. Fecht and sets off
for Villa Franca where an American squadron was
anchored, witl, the intention of joining the AmerIcan
service. He achiever nothinc there and, wishing to
improve his finances, tries his luck at Monte Carlo
and loses the BOO francs he had borrowed. havInE
manaEed his affairs so excellently he returns to
Marseilles and one fine evening invites his friend
the creditor to tea, and before his arrival atte7pts
to take his life with a revolver. (Let this detail
remain between us, as I have been telling everyone
that he was wounded in a duel. From you I neither
wish to nor should keep it a secret.) The bullet
goes durch and durch near his heart without damaging
any vital organ. • • • Well, this is the whole
story.24
This passage from the letter of Conrad's uncle reveals a
great deal about the twenty-year-old Conrad besides the
fact that he was hardly in a duel.
His financial condition was hardly the kind that
would lure a well-favored mistress from Don Carlos de Bourbon.
Like a child Conrad wished to evoke sympathy from the man
from whom he had borrowed money. He undoubtedly never
really wished to kill himself. In addition to what hrle been
-7
%Jocelyn Baines, Jose7h C.-,nrad: A Critical RiogreAly
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960), p. 4.
2 Najder, Polish Backe-round, p. 177.
*- •
10
said, 1.:iss Allen, who holds to the duel story, admits that
Uncle Thaddeus found out nothing about Faula when he came to
stralEhten out Conrad's affairs In Marseilles.25 Meyer
claims that althoush Conrad may have seen Paula and modeled
Rita after her, he hardly had a love affair with her. If
there had been a duel, Paula de SLowyl would not have held
her favor with the Pretender. Conrad, who was so terribly
uncomfortable around women he liked previously, would hardly
have undertaken so bold a venture. Conrad declared that he
1.6 lost at sea the arrow of gold Paula had given him. How-
ever, lone after the end of the suprosed affair, Paula ap-
peared in a photograph with the ornament on her dress. Hence,
Conrad's adoration of Paula took the form of a fictional
escape from a painful reality.26
Besides, one need only note the facts concerning his
relations with other women after the supposed time of the
duel. Some ten years later in Port Louis, Conrad WRS intro-
duced to the Renouf family. He was a frequent visitor there.
The attraction was evidently the twenty-six-year-old
Mademoiselle Eue6n1e.
27
Conrad was to have asked permission
to marry Mademoiselle Euz4nie from her brother. He found,
though, that she vas already engaged and planned to marry
In two months. Conrad was hurt by this and remained in
• 164.
26Meyer, Tvcnoaralvtic,





seclusion until he left the island of Mauritius never to
return. - Aubry goes on to say In his Life and Letters that
the novel written during this Mauritius stay was autoblaraph-
ical.
29 
..:nless the bedracgled Alice was modeled after the
refined Ms,emoiselle Eugenie, this can hardly be true.
Meyer recards the view of "A Smile of Fortune" as autobio-
craphical tc be absurd. The imrortance of this ten-year
period in Conrad's life is that it Is so controversial. The
controversy in both cases, ::.erseilles and Mauritius, concerns
In the Marseilles event, it is irrelevant
who was rearensible for +.;:e duel story. The fact is Conrad,
If he did not initiate it, adhered to it throughout his whole
life. In connection with Mauritius, he allowed Aubrey to
believe "A Smile of Fortune" was autobiographical. Conrnd
must have realized that something was not as it should be
In his relations with women, for he felt the need to supple-
ment his actual life with fictional accounts.
Nevertheless, about a year after this last disappoint-
ment, Conrad entered into a warm, Platonic relationship with
Marguerite Foradowska. This woman, who was a little more
than a decade Conrad's senior, was not really his aunt






Cerar jesn-Aubry, Joc.ep'.1 Conrad: Life and
Letters, Vol. I (Garden City: Doubleday Page, 1Y-277, p. 113.
30




to her reveal his close and dependent relationship; he
related to her the most intimate details of every 1llness.
31
Conrad even wanted to publish his books in French
under Madame Foradowska's name. Meyer sees In this an
unconscious impulse to subordinate himself to ner. This,
as well as Conrad's wantinq to put her un on a pedestal, ir
a forerunnEr of the lovinv submirsion of his fictional
heroes to his statuesque fictional women.32 Somethinr made
this relationship different from all the others. Heretofore,
Conrad had been unable to communicate witft women. Meyer
says Conrad saw in M%dame Foradowska a mother; his relinquish-
ment of Madame Foradowska is a relinquishment of hir own kind
and a rejection cf a mother-son relationship.33 It is Inter-
esting to note that the one woman Tany critics feel Conrad
::ortrayed adequately is illustrated as more of a mother than
a wife to her husband. More will be said of this later. At
any rate, Joseph Conrad's relationship with Madame Foradowska
is epitomized in two lines he wrote to her on February 8,
1891:
What touches me is not merely the fact that you
wish to be of service to me. It is above all know-
In there is someone in the world who takes an in-
terest in me, whose heart is open to me, that makes
me happy.34
John A. Gee and Faul J. Sturm, Letters of JoFc . 711
2o::rad to rruerite Foradowska (New Eaven: Yale Univer3Ity
.?s, 192.0)-.
%.=11.eyer, Fsvchonnalvtic, pp. 106-109.
Ibid., pp. 101, 115.
34Gee and Sturm, Letters, p. 21.
- •rr"
13
In October or November, 1°93, at the home of friends
in London, Conrad met a young, obscure girl named Jessie
Gcorge. He visited the twenty-one-year-old girl irregularly.
Weeks and months passed between visits.35 Conrad did even-
tually propose marriage and was accepted by Jessie George
on February, 1396.
36
Nonetheless, the facts surrounding the
event are hardly those of a sophisticated man of thirty-nine.
Conrad proosed after having dashed for shelter from the
rain in the National Gallery. After reaching shelter, he
simply blurtee, "Look here, my dear, we ha' better Fet
-nrirried and out of tills. Look at the weather. We will
et married at once and get over to France."37 In talking
to Jessie George's mother, Conrad demanded a short enclage-
ment because he had not long to live and besides that there
were to be no children. Jessie George had no knowledge of
why he thought he was going to die shortly. He also
that he was going to take her abroad indefinitely.38 (Con-
rad's fictional lovers oftentimes try to escape into another
world; they find, though, that they cannot.)
Having announced his intention without the least
preliminaries, Joseph Conrad suddenly left, hailed a cab,
and fled from the girl to whom he had just proposed marriage.
stated
35Aubry, Drenner, pp. 212-213.
z4
'-Jessie Conrad, ,Josepli Conrad ard His Nrele(New Ycrk: E. F. 7;:;`..tcn Company, Inc., 1c77:77, p. 17.









She did not see him for three days.
70
— Jocelyn Baines writes
that apparently Conrad was not overwhelmingly in love with
Jessie George, and he finds no reson in letters why his
choice fell on her.
40
 It is also interest1n7 to note that
Conrad's statement that there will be no chIldren in their
marriage is enforced in his writings. His fictional char-
acters have no children. The rare appearance of children
causes the disintegration of the marriage from which they
came.41
Luring the approaching weing, Conrad hid behind
a "a:atter-of-fact attitude." He kept Jessie waiting for
half an hour. Mr. Hope and Er. Krieger had to persuade
Conrad to get on to the ceremony. Y.oreover, Conrad then
Eot into a ridiculous argument with a cab driver. He even
stated to Jessie Conrad when her sisters and brothers raised
their voices in loud lament upon the new Mr. and Mrs. Con-
rad's leaving, "Good Heavens, if I had known this would
happen, I--well I would never have married you." That night
she was kept up into the wee hours of the morning addressing
wedding announcements.42
If, as Baines states, Conrad gives no impression of
Aly he singled out Jessie to marry, why did his choice fall





Joseph Conrad, p. 171.
Psychcnnalytis, p. 125.
Conrad, Circle, pp. 19-20.
15
against the marriage because Conrad was binding himself to
a on many years younger and of a different background.43
Meyer feels that Conrad married this girl in her early
twenties because she brought into his life tvo elements
Col:rad amitted held interest for him. These were the theme
of exogamy and the relaticrrhip of father Lnd daughter."
o matter ',.hat Conra's reasons were for marryinw Jessie
George, wt IF really important is the nature of the 7arriaae
that held Col:ra:! tc
'E merinc rveal anythLIEut eo7nplete
bliss whie llvinE wIth this man suggest an awareness
of his strange constitution from the very beginning. The
morning after the wed(!inc., she re1tes, he train passed
through a dark tunnel. There was a terrific f4.etonation aid
a blinding flash. Her immediate reaction was fear of how
little she actually knew of the man she had married: "Sup-
pose he turned out to be a member of some secret society?"
45
On the honeymoon Conrad beg-an almost Immediately to
write. Meyer notes that during this time, Conrad revealed
himself nervous, sick, and uncomfortable. Noteworthy is
the fact that as soon as he began to write, he wrote "The








love to her because they have had all idiot children in
their marr1age.
46
It will become obvious that Conrad accepted Jessie
Conrad more or less in the capacity of a mother. When he
felt he was being deprived of this "mother," his reartlon
was a rejection of the "thief"--his son Borys, who was born
on January 15, lEcF.
47
Jessie Conrad writes that whenever
she wished to be especially friendly, she would call Conrad
"boy. 
"48
J. H. Retinger reinforces this by stating that
Mrs. Conrad was a mother as well as an assistant to Conrad."
Joseph Conrad's reaction to his we was that of a orciled
child. ;:hen Conrad was hungry, PetinEer adds, he would not
eat food that was not prepared solely by his wife. The re-
lationship which existed between Conrad and his wife was
fortunate; he would never have been able to produce the work
he did without Mrs. Conrad's "maternal care of him.“50
The pregnancy of Mrs. Conrad sharpened Joseph Conrad's
feelings. Jessie Conrad wrote that Conrad was not at all
prompt in Eetting the doctor. He wished to stay for a second
breakfast. When the baby was born, he wanted it taken away.
He supposedly felt that it would disturb Mrs. Conrad.-1 Tn
Favehonnaltic, p. 118.
47Aubry, Drea-ner, p. 231.
4;1
-Jessie Conrad, Circle, p. 255.
—J. H. Retinger, Jcsenh Conrad ai:d His Contemporaries
(Kew York: Roy, Fublishers, 1943), p. 71.
50Ibtd., p. 74.
51Jessie Conrad, Jose ph Conrad As I Erew Him
(Garden City, Doubleday, FaEe and Company, iTiT), p. 43.
•
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a letter to Lis friend Garnett, Conrad on January 24, 1899,
wrote in a postscript no less, "Jess . . . desires me to
state that the baby is a very fine baby. I disclaim all
responsibility for that ntatement,
volume will do"52
Do you really think the
In order to appreciate this, one must
first read the serious and thoughtful manner in which Conrad
wrote his letters. The dismissal of an important sub;ect
in one line of a postscript is hardly characteristic of
.;oreph Conrad. he then changes the subject completely to
ask about a work. V.e7er goes so far as to cuggest that
Conrad was actually hostile toward this preenancy and the
child it produned. He alr,.o feels this Is characlxristic
of husbands who have had on unsatsfactory relationship with
their own mother. They want to be the only child of a lov-
ing, nourishing woman.'
Conrad would not even acknowledge his wife and baby
in public. He save her strict orders that when they went
to visit Stephen Crane by train, Jessie George was to act
as if she and her son had no connection with him while on
that train.
54
After the birth of his second con John,
Conrad exhibit-d similar peculiarity. This t17:_e Jessie
and Joseph Conrad were on the train Eolnr. to France. Conrad
52_
tdward Garnett, ed., Letters from Jorenh Conrad
(i.ew York: Eobbe-::.errill Company, Inc., 19567777129.
531.:eyor, Fsvc-Inalvtic, p. 126.






simply picked up a package containing the infant's clothes
and threw it out.55
When Conrad's oldest son Borys arrived at his twenty-
first birthday, celebrations proceeded downstairs. Conrad's
response to this was to remain in bed for three weeks. He
later claimed that during this time he was not ill at a11.55
To put it mildly, Richard Curie says that he is not sure
whether Conrad understood his sons. He goes cn to state
that there was a certain fear mixed in the boys' feelings
toward their father.57 In Borys Conrad's reminiscences,
Borys relates that there was "a barrier of restraint' between
his father and him.59
Conrad's childish selfishness of his wife was so
great that he could not allow her to think of herself. Fe
could not even allow himself to think of her as a weak per-
son--too weak to support him. He insisted that she was not
a frail woman no matter what the doctor said.59 This is
quite a difference from his attitude toward himself.
It is not difficult to see the troubled, insecure
relationship Conrad established with the opposite sex and
the partial reasons for his emerging, somewhat bitter
"Jessie Conrad, Circle, p. 122.
561b1M., p. 213.
"Richard Curie, The Last :welve Years of Joserh
Conrad (Garden City: Doublec:ay, EorPn, & Co., Inc.,17),
p. 134.
58Meyer, Pcvchenalvtic, p. 250.




attitude toward women. Conrad hated the feminism of his
age and regarded it as a menace.60 Conrad's rejection of
chivalry, already mentioned, will be looked at more closely
in his fiction. His mistrust of women is clear. Always
scared of what women might do to him, Conrad either did
not reveal his feelinEs to the women he was interested in
romantically, waited until the last minute to do so, or
revealed them so hurriedly that he excluded any room for
rejection. Unfortunately, every fearful experience only
reinforced arother so that in the end, he was cost anxious
concerning any kind of emotional tie with a woman. The
only ties with women in which he felt safe were fictional
ones. So great was this feeling that even when his son had
married, Jessie Conrad relates that Joseph felt there would
be no happiness for Borys, his son.
61 The only fruitful
relationship between the sexes, he came to feel, was that
of a mother and son. Rejecting one woman as a marriage
prospect because of this feeling, he seems to have felt
this way also about the woman he did marry.
From this unusual life of Joseph Conrad came the
originals of his fictional women. So interrelated are the
fictional women and his life that not only does he draw
cnaracters from actual life, but he also made the fictional
60_
hrapp Hay, The PJitIcalNevels of Joee-)h
(Cricsco: University of CnicaEo Fress,
pp. 151-152.
61
Jessie Conrad, Circle, p. 257.
20
women part of his life. This practice is exemplified by
Mrs. Conrad's notes on yictory: Conrad was having trouble
with the novel. When he finally fought his way to the end,
he threw open the window of the house and shouted to
Conrad in the yard, "re's dead, Jess:" When his wife asked
who was dead, he retorted, "Why, Lens, of course If62
Drawing his fictional worLen from actual life, so;:le
feel that, in generF-1, Conrad could not draw woren as clearly
as men because of a foggy memory of his mother.63 E. H.
feels that Conrad's ideal ecnception of Is ex-
nrered In women 11'i:a Mrs. Gould snd Antonia, who appear in
2:ccrOM0.6411 Meyer declares that all three Ritas (Rita of
:heSisters, Rita of The Arrow of Gold, and Rita of "The
Iremolino") represent an idealized and loved mother.
65 The
courtship of Willems and AYssa, in An Outcast of the Islands,
paralleled that of Joseph Conrad and Jessie George.66 Jocelyn
Baines discovers that Antonia, in Ncstromo, is more than
likely modeled after Tekla, Conrad's cruel, first love,
while Janina Taube, Conrad's more gentle, later love, was
more like Mrs. Gould, in Nostromo.67 Jerry Allen believes
that Paula de S-!ogyi, the one for whom Conrad supposedly
6?-Frank W. Cushwa, An Introduc.tlen to Conrad (New
York: The Cdyssey Press, 1.977), P. 238.
031.orf, Polish lir.rttrl_ge, P. 41.
64Vlsia7- 7.TIrror, 0.
65Y.eyer, Psychoanalyttc, p. 51.
66Ibid., p. 115.
67Baines, Josenh Conrad, p. 28.
P1
fought a duel, was the model for lita (in all the works
already mentioned).
69 Meyer, however, feels that Rita is
a composite creation: Marguerite (his "aunt"), Paula de
Smogyi, sweetheart, and mother.
69 
Exactly who was modeled
after whom is irrelevant and problematical. WhEA is im-
portant is the fact that virtually all of Joseph Conrad's
fictional vonen are modeled after his early loves, Tekla
snd Janina. 1.eyer discerns that Tekla seems to be the
origin of the women who are cat-like in their qualities;
Janina poe6 f7:r those Conrad wished to put upon a pedestal.
2ome are even a mixture of these two prototpes."
TI:under, p. 137.




CHARACTERISTICS OF CONRADIC WOMEN
In order to understand Conrad's conception of
women, their importance in his work, and, more importantly,
to realize hi r all-encompassing philosophy of life, it is
essential to observe the characteristics of Joseph Conrad's
fictional women. What emerges from this study Is partial
evidence of a "feminine mystique," if not an actual "femme
fatale."
The first characteristic one recognizes is probably
the aggressive nature of these heroines. This basic aggr-
sive nature leading to conflict between the men and the
women will be discussed in connection with the plot.
As a result of the women's destructiveness, the men
who face them are helpless and even fearful in their pres-
ence. Adam Gillon finds in Joseph Conrad's fictional men
a predominance of this passive kind. He views the men as
timid in their relationships with woren. Chivalry is a
coon characteristic of the men. Even the "bad guys" are
chivalrous--courteous to women or noble in character. The
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The response cf the men to the women is quite often fear.
1:.oser notes that when Alice speaks to the young captain,
his response is fright.72 He asserts also that Willems
fears issa and Dain fears Nina.73 This peculiar reaction
of the rer to the women quite often takes the form of
Impotence in the man. Frederick Karl points out that Winnte
married i,dolf Verloc in The Secret Arent strictly for security
since Verloc ts impotent.
74
' Gurko indicates that Anthony
and the captatn in "A Smile of Fortune" are only able to
look at the berotnes; there is deslre hut apparently no
ability to consummate their love for one reason or ancther.'-
Albert J. Guerard l'elates that the captain decides to make
sexual advances only after his vanity is stuna..76 Even the
man-hating Mrs. Fyne is able to detect in her husband
"femininity,' that drop of superior essence of which I an
myself aware.
1,77
In addition to aggression, another characteristic of
Conrad's fictional women is their isolation. It is usually
72Thomas Moser, Joseph Conrad: Achievement and
Decline (Hamden, Connecticut: Archon Books, 1966),
73Ib1d., pp. 54-55.
74Frederick R. Karl, A Reader's Guide to Joseph
Conrad (1:e York: The 1:oonday Presc, 1967)7—T. 193.
75'Leo Gurko, Joseph Conrad: Giant in L'7711e ;New
York! The MacMillan Cor_pany,-777,
7ri*Al:r2ert J. Guerard, Conrad tY,0 Noveitct (Cambridge:
harvard University Press, 1967)777 53.
77Joseph Conrad, Chance: A Trile in Two Prrts (Garden
City: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1923)7—p, frIT:
emphasized by the fact that many of Conrad's heroines are
outcasts. That Flora de Barrel is an outcast is insinuated
by mention of her cruel treatment at the hands of those
around nor. She is without a father when he is in jail,
without friends, and without a job. Rita, likewise, feels
like "A homeless outcast more than ever--like a little dog
lost in the street--not knowirg where to go."" Alice Jaco1713s
is an illeg-itimate child and, therefore, a social outcast.
Aissa in An Cutest of the Islas is a hF.1f-caste who be-
1orEs to neither the whites nor the dark-skinned people.
Me Is an outcast. s;c7-= Gillen says that her lonellress is
tical of Conrd'a fictional women. Two women who are often
excluded from Joseph Conrad's poor portrayal of WOMeD are
Jewel in Lord Jim and Mrs. Gould in Nostromo; nevertheless,
they, too, are very much isolated. Robert F. Haugh shows
that Jewel is isolated by all her fears and misconceptions.79
Gillon finds that Mrs. Gould is one of the most solitary of
all Conrad's women charadters.80
Another manifestation of the isolation of Conrad's
women is their difficulty in trying to communicate with
men. They appear inarticulate. Wilson Follett suggests
that the reason is that the women require the use of one's
78Joseph Conrad, The Arrow of Gold (Carden City:
Doubleday, Doran Company, Inc., 1921777. 18.
"Robert F. Eauch, Joseoh Conrad: 1.scoveu in
University of 6klaho:na Press, p. 73.
C)
Gillon, Eclitarv, p. 151.
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intuition to be fully appreciated. Gillon finds that
Conrad's women are outside their men's main passion--the
sea.e2 If this were so, they might as well be inarticulate;
but, this Is hardly the case. There is ever present an
attempt ty the men to be understood and a portrayal of
their inabillty to understand the women.
In 7,:eition, the. absence of communication exists
even in marage. The whole of he Return" concerns itself
with a couple, the i.erveys, whose marriage is simply a sham.
1r nr understnnding at all. Even the
rt-Tf.staLle 7.rs. Gould, - _tr.D7r.o, discovers thqt she is
losing her husband to the silver. The epitome of this lack
of communication between m.nrried couples is found in "Amy
Foster." In this work the couple might as well be mute--
each has a different native language and knows very little
of each other's. This virtual muteness is associated with
the lack of understanding which terrorizes their marriage.
Another common characteristic of these fictional
women, besides isolation and aggression, is their associa-
tion with an obstacle that prevents the consummation of
their love with men. This includes the female's inhibitions
recording se;:. Certainly Susan In "The Idiots" rebels when
she stabs her husband because of his advances. Mrs. Hervey,
her rot.:rn, 4ants no part of her husbr-nd. Felicia
El
.ison Follett, JoF.enh Conrad (New York: Russell
Russell, 1966), p. 80.
82
Gillon, Solitary, p. 68.
76
Moorsom, upon hearing the details of her one-time fiance's
death, recoils in fright from Geoffrey's love-making.
More often, however, the obstacle is a father. There
exists In many stories an unusually strong father-daughter
relationship. Joseph Conrad's first published book, Alma-er's
Follv, is concerned with this theme. First Meyer discovers
that this element In prevalent in the characters (with their
fathers, of course) of Nina (Almeyer's Tony), Antonia
(Nostromo), Flora (Chance), Alice ("A Smile of Fortune"),
Fre:- ("Freya of the Seven Isles"), &EC] FellcIn. ("Me Planter
of '::alata"). Sometimes this relationship is strengthened by
a disability of the father. Three of the men, including, the
father of Aissa, are blind.
83
Some see Nina in this father-daughter relationship
as simply a symbol of perfection and beauty.
84 Others
see actual coquetry between daughter and father in the
passages of this first published work of Conrad. Moser
points to the passages he thinks indicate a rejected lover
rather than a disappointed father. The father insinuates
that she should not choone another as she has been "cares-
sing my cheek." Moser suggests that her reply indicates she
needs a filler sex life Cr, as she says, a life or "power
and love."85 hether one wishes to accept this interpretation
•
2"14Cillon, Eolitarv, p. 119.
Achieverent, pp. 52-53.
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or not is not important. The fact is that Almayer's
response reveals that he would rather strangle her than
have her leave him and rarry Dain. Also, as Moser con-
cluCcs, Nina does seem to enjoy thls episode like a girl
viewing two fellows fighting over her. The reader does
r.-et the feelinrz that Nina Almayer is betraying her father.86
In support of this interpretaticn, Gillon believes that
de Barrel feel his daughter betrays him when she marries
Anthony.
87 
Even the villains l`ke Scevela are like fathers
that they consider themselves as providers more than
ar husbands to their wives. These villains are also like
fathers in protecting their wives' virtue.88 Norman Sherry
finds the marriage theme present In similar forms In Con-
rad's writing. Furthermore, the marriage ultimately iirpl-
cates a father. Cornelius (Lord Jim) and Almayer (Almaver's 
,Folly) both marry the female prot44 of their benefactors.
Jim (Lord Jim) must relieve Cornelius so he falls for
Jewel, the step-daughter of Cornelius. Willems (An Outcast 
of the Islands), likewise, marries the daughter of his first
benefactor •89
Sometimes it is the suitor's own extreme politeness
which prevents the union of him and the woman he loves.
-n.
- Cillor,   p. 74.
Pe
Moser, Achievement, pp. 113-114.
89,i;orman Sherry, Conrad'. Eastern World (Cambridge:
Cambridee University Press, 1966), p. 133.
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1 Megroz thinks there is in Conrad's work a chivalry towards
women which belongs to the dark patriarchal age.9° Gurko
believes that in providing this motif, Conrad is making a
Etudy of frustrated sexual desire. Conrad has very little
Empathy for one who tries to elevate himself to the chival-
r!.c position of unselfishness. The outcome of such a
._:- anitarian impulse can only be destruction. A character
such as Roderic Anthony is only a "whipping boy for the
ql
inhibited Victorian male."'
:Caul L. Wiley thints that the fullest expression cf
the '1.strust of the chivalric Ideal is in The Rescue. The
Rc.ver he sees as an affirmation of this.92 One need orly
review the works to substantiate this idea. The Rescue
and The Rover are the last two fictional works published
by Conrad. In The Rescue Tom Lingard finds himself in love
with the wife of one of the men in his custody. In the
sequence of events, Lingard finds that he must deliver
1
Travers and d'Alcacer or allow Immada and Hassim to be
killed if he holds true to his life-for-a-life pact with
Damon, a chieftain warrior. Tom Lingard, of course, finds
the solution to this dilemma compounded by the fact that
he is ncw in love with Travers's wife. Because of this
Indecision, Lingard lets Edith Travers know that he wants
90
1,:ecroz, Virf!, p. 192.
91
Gurko, Giant. p. 207.
92
Paul L. Wiley, Conrt-d's 1,:carore or Vn (Padison:
The University of Wisconsin Frees, lc.;54), p. 7177.
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no part of her any more by turninE his back to her and
sailing to the north. The reason is that Lingard feels
she has robbed him of his strength and power to help his
friends.
affirmation of this distrust of one trying to
elevate himself eyen reason is Joseph Conrad's last pub-
Tae T:over. In the. work the two lovers are
,rlette an':! Lieutenant R6al. Although Rai Is very Tuch In
love with Arlette, he indicates that he is unable to court
bee he has Peen ordered by to allw himself
to be cauFht while careyirgr false ::!F7ptc'-.;:o telt will 7,end
the British to anothe3- .,:.art of the ;:c,diterranean. The fol-
lowing paesaEe reveals this chivalreus absurdity:
[Rea17 looked very seldom at Arlette for fear of
being caught in the act.
The discovery that she had t,-:ken to wanCering
at night had upset him all the same, because that
sort of thing was unaccountable. It gave him a
shock which unsettled, not his resolution, but his
fortitude. That morning he had allowed himself,
while she was waiting on him, to be caught looking
at her and then, losing his self-control, had given
her that kiss on the hand. Directly he had done it
he was appalled. he had over-steppe0. the line. . .
This was an absolute moral disaster.
Prevention of physical union in Joseph Conrad's
works is obviously significant inasmuch as it occurs in so
s'any novels and short stories. -i-_: 41.(1.CF the works already
mentioned, there are Lena and Heyst in Vic'. They rre
excellent exhmple of Conrad's denunciation of chl,:s1,ey.
iieyst takes Lena to a deserted island where the two live.
93„4oseph Conrad, The Rover (Garden City: Doublc(!ay
Page & Company, 1923), pp. 212-217.
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To the dismay of Lena, however, she finds that she is not
a woman to heyst; she is, instead, one who is causing an
imperfection in what heyst considers a noble and hiEh
character. HPyst makes it obvious to Lens that hP is dis-
trted over the fact that he has become vulnerable to hls
emotions and not loyal to his Code of conduct.
Even when the loers 77.ri-7, they do not have rlry
children. MarrlaEes wIthln a Conr fl. story never bear fruit.
Hustand and wife act !r they are still single. 'It iS
a1To7t as if ro rarri7-e rily take: place. 1-n!.s.
•:,flt onl the rlysIca7. aspects of ' rrtaFe;
t!-.=?re are also nc El-7,7,ses Into t1-.e giving and taking char-
r:tcteristic of such a bond. Some critics would exclude the
Goulds from this conclusion on the grounds that Conrad under-
stands the undercurrents of married life by his illustration
of their lives. However, one need only look at the attitude
Mrs. Gould has toward her husband; she treats him "as if
4
he were a little 
boy.“96 
If Conrad did make an exception
to his portrayal of faulty married life, that exception
would depict that of a mother and child rather than a married
couple. Quite the contrary is true, however. Richard Curie
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Litewise, Mrs, Gould is maternal. The Goulds are no excep-
tion to Conrad's portrayal for this reason. In addition,
Mrs. Gould and her husband are without the children uho
tR a rival to the father (This is characteristic of 7,rnr,d's
Besides the (f,istincLions already mentioned, J,-, L:.7h
ConrLd'el hero 'es share mnny phylcal charaeteriFtiesch
denote their strenEth or pcwer. In Sarah Ruth Jcnecl e
thesis, "Does Joeeph Conrad Present a Fixed FeTinine Type,"
she finds that the 7ower of Conrad's wo -.7;cr, lies In four
rarcs: (1) the type of her beauty, (2) her capacity fo:
Ereat romantic love, her heroic qualities, an (4) her
2
:!entality.9 One of these points is significant here--the
power of their beauty. Apparently all critics agree on -
this quality of Conrad's fictional figures. Miss Jones dis-
covers that with the exception of a few of the women studied
(The women studied were Nina Almayer, Alssa, Jewel, Mrs.
Gould, Winnie Verloc, Nathalie Haldin, Flora de Barrel,
Lena, DO-n.9. Rita, and Mrs. Travers), they are ta11.99 Further-
more, Miss Jones finds that all the women, with the exception
of Mrs. Gould, Winnie Verloc, and Aissa, have fine, white
tcE h.1" Vislr,k notes that "Conrad's women are dentally
985arah Ruth Jones, "Does Joseph Conrad Present
a Fixed Fe7.1niLe aype" (Unpublished V,„ A. thesio, Vanderbilt






superb.,1101 Ford Maddox Ford wrote of Conrad's disappoint-
ment In discovering that he (Ford) wanted him to omit the
detail of the teeth:
Why not good teeth' Good teeth in a woman are part
of her charm. Think of when she laughs. You would
not have her not have good teeth. They are a sign
of health. Your damn woman has to be healthy,
doesn't sheT102
Meyer relates this pertinent feature of the women to their
overall feral appearance. The teeth are one of their ter-
rifying features.103 Mrs. Shomberg (Victory) is one of the
few, and possibly the only one, who has a discolored tooth,
a tlue one.104 One must remember, though, that she is not
a creature to which Conrad intends to have men attracted;
her own husband chases another woman, Lena. She is thought
by all to be very ugly.
In addition to their perfect teeth, their hair is
also a manifestation of the power of the woman over men.
Descriptions of the womei's hair are always there. Even
when other features are not mentioned, there is the elaborate
Illustration of the hair. Miss Jones traces the description
of the hair throughout Conrad's works in connection with the
women she studied. She concludes that their hair is usually
lonE end dark.105 Meyer asserts that their hair styles are
101Vis1ak, Mirror, p. 69.
fr. -r%1 Pemembre, p. l=32.
103Meyer, PsycLoanalytic, p. 171.
104EauE.,n p. 105.




mostly of two types. Cne of these favorite coiffures is
the single tress--"it reminded ore of a club"--hanging
down the back, and the other Is the helmet-like coiffure
of Kurtz's Congo woman, Felicia Ccorsom, and Mrs. Hervey.106
Certainly both of these hair styles denote strength. Meyer
observes that Conrad had a revulsion toward hair which was
not neat. This lack of neatness is typical of evil women.
This, though, cannot be generalized. The unscrupulous Yrs.
Fyne, who represented the feminism Conrad hated, is seen
sitting without a hair out of place (Chance).
Nevertheless, sore generalizations concerning the
characteristics of Conrad's fictional characters can be made.
Their attributes reveal isolated creatures of great strength.
Because of this strength and isolation, the men they encounter
are virtually never able to penetrate their world so beset





IMAGERY ASSOCIATED WITH THE WOMEN
Although the characteristics of the women in his
stories reveal quite a bit about Conrad's attitude toward
women, generally and in his own life, the imagery of his
female characters reveals even more about their prominent
and symbolic role in his ficticn. No doubt Conrad was
very careful in choosing just the right words to describe
them. He said himself: "Give me the right word and the
right accent and I will move the world."107 Nonetheless,
probably much more is revealed about his attitude toward
women than he ever intended. Their imagery is no less
important than their characteristics in conveying his
themes.
Meyer finds, as already mentioned, that Conrad
makes reference to the women's cat-like qualities because
of the way he describes their teeth. Meyer subst,.Ltiates
the association between women and cats by finding many
direct references to cats in the women's description.
A/SPR is like "an animal as full of harm as a wild cat."1°8
le7Jcseph Conrad, some Reminscences (London:
Eveleigh Nash, 1912), p. 3.
108
Meyer, Fcychounal.rtic, p. 117.
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The girl in "The Inn of the Two Witches" is like a "hungry
cat." Winnie Verloc is described as "ready to fly at her
"
father's eyes--like a cat.
1C9
 In Tekla's feelings to
Razumov she is as a "little cat." Meyer also finds that
the tawny color of Rita's hair in The Arrow of Gold and
the tawny color of the niece's hair in "Falk" serve to
remind one of their leonine qualities.
110
This tawny color is not, by any means, the most
significant color reference. There are many more to color:
white, black, and red play far greater roles in describing
women. The women, at first, appear to be associated Nith
white and black equally. One needs only to take a closer
look to discover that the women are united with black.
This association with black sometimes takes the form of
shadows, fogs, or darkness. The white which appears, as
will be explained, is essentially not united, as the black,
with the woman.
The women are related to blackness in many different
ways. The great majority of the women have dark or black
hair. They are often a member of the dark races. Claire
Rosenfield asserts that Winnie Verloc literally tnd sym-
bolically is a creature who turns out the lights.' She
is described in this way when approaching another: "Near
p. 171.
110:bid., pp. 2?42c37.
111cla ire Rosenfield, Paradise cf Snskes: An Archetypal
Analysis Ccsrad's Political Cr:-:els (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 7.77Y, p. 2o0.
I
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him, her black for merged in the night, like a fiFure
half cniseller: out of a blor-:k of black stone.,1112 Claire
Rosenfield calls Winnie "the shadowy feminine principle."113
In "::eart of rar;:ness," It Is a woman who embodies thls
heart cf darkness. :hc native woman who loves Kurtz is






• • • in the hush that had faren senl.; upon the
whole corrof...1 land, the imIe--:,q. villevnef,s, ti:e.,
e:, -:±-- •_:. , ..ci,
: --„,. ‘ c...
n N'h
'Itti.
elrl the ph:;sical embodiment of te heart of eerknees.
i:hen she throws her :tr.ds up to the sky, "at the same time
the swift shadows durte,4 out on the earth, swept around on
the river, gathering the steamer in a shadowy embrace.“l15
Even the women in Antwerp at the beginning of the story are
two women knitting blacl.Cwool. The two women knitted their
black wool feverishly while on the lap of one is the ever-
present cat found in Corrad's works. One woman is described
as "uncanny and fateful.” The two women were thought cf as
112
Jc- eph Conrad, The Secret (Car-en City:
Doubleday F.-. Colpany, Iuc., 1.9277 p. :eP9.
113
Rosenfiel,], CrIkes, p. 11%
11.4.
Cod, "ez.rt or Larkncsc," In He - t qf
  C.7. by Robert EimtrouEh (ieri York: W. W. 'iortori
ec Company, Inc., 1963), p. 62.
p. f72.
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. . . guarding the door of Darkness, knittingblack wool as for a warm pall, one introducing,introducing continuously to the unknown, the otherscrutinizing the cheery and foolish faces withunconcerned old eyes. Old Knitter of black wool.Morituri te salutant (Hail' . . . Those who areabout to die salute you. 11;
Kurtz's Intended is first met dressed in black117 and is
referred to as "a Shade.11118
When the woman is unable to be part of the jungle
darkness, she is united with the fog of the cities. When
Conrad describes the cities, he describes Winnie Verloc.
Therefore, Winnie is related to the abyss of the fog.119
When Winnie's face is seen, it is "veiled in black net, in
the light of a gaslamp veiled In a gauze of mist.
„120
This
mist or fog is equated with the black net Winnie is wearing.
The black veil plays a symbolic role in connection
with women other than Winnie. Mrs. Hervey in "The Return”
wears a veil, and Nathalie Haldin in Under Western Eves
also wears a veil. Taminah in Almaver's Folly wears a
veil because she feels ;'shy among so many men.'1121 One
finds a clue to the veil's anticipated meaning in Winnie's
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.J12(3 -oseFh Conrad, The Secret kcent, p. 229.
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house," is "like a masked and mysterious visitor of
impenetrable intentions.”122 That the veil designates a
mysterious barrier between man and woman is alio suggested
in An Outcast of the Islands when Willems "turned furiously
upon her and, tearing off her face-veil, trampled upon it
123
as though it had been a mortal enemy." Willems did not
want this barrier between Aissa and him. Donald C. Yelton
believes that when the husband of Winnie tries to penetrate
the mystery surrounding his wife by removing the veil, he
discovers that he cannot.
124
Whiteness, often appearing as light in Conrad's
works, is not only essentially outside the women, but they
at times express aversion to it. In The Arrow of Gold, Rita
is most at ease at night. With the approach of dawn, she
exclaims:
Daylight, Don't look at me, George. I can't face.
daylight. No--not with you. . . . Nothing could *
touch the Rita whose hand was kissed by you. But.,,
now Never in daylight.125
; " 4 •
Lena also prefers the dark:
. . . the tragic brutality of the light made her
long for the friendly night, with its stars
stilled by an austere spell; for the velvety dark -
122
Joseph Conrad, The Secret Agent, p. 211.
12 30_
oseph Conrad, An Outcast of the Islands (Garden
City: Doubleday, Page & Company, Inc., 1925), p. 1./9.
124
Yelton, Metaphcr, p. 256.
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sky and the mysterious great shadow of the sea
conveying peace to the day-weary heart.126
Moser feels that there is a pattern to the whiteness
and darkness explained in terms of good and evil. In "Heart
t:
of Darkness" he discerns whiteness as evil and darkness as
good. In Victory whiteness is good in a more religious
sense, "a divine purity."127 Good and evil, however, will
hardly explain the significance of white and black in Con-
rad's fiction. Moser does say that the heroine is surrounded
by light when she rejects the man.12' The rejection itself,
though, is not the reason for the illumination. The bril-
liance is precipitated by the conscious awareness (usually
a man's) of those forces which govern, the dark, mysterious,
impenetrable woman. In support of this view, Robert F.
Haugh finds that the light appears in part during passionate
moments of human communication.
When Mr. Hervey follows his wife to the bedroom
after her return to hlm, he finds the light about her almost
blinding. It is at this point in the novel that the sympathy
of the reader changes from her to him. After giving her
speech on conyentionsl morality and finding his words to
be hollow to his own ears, he begins to realize the truth
126J0seph Conrad, Victory (Garden City: Doubleday
& Company, Inc., 1921), p. 159.
-- Ai.oser, Achievement, p. 125.
128Ibid., p. 124.
129Haugh, Discovery, p. 50.
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of the situation. While asking his wife if she can stand
their sham of a marriage, he answers the question himself
with the words, "Well, I can't" and leaves never to return.
Hervey is now aware of the forces in power over him or the
truth of the situation, and it is too ugly for him to bear.
Moser mentions the episode between Flora, de Barrel, and
Anthony in Chance in connection with light. his interpreta-
tion of the light, though, is different from the one supported
by this paper. What does happen is that when Flora chooses
Anthony over her father, her father becomes aware of the
elements at power (Flora). Like Hervey, de Barrel finds
this truth—the fact that Flora chooses Anthony--tco ugly;
he commits suicide. Even inanimate objects which shed light
are spoken of as feminine. When Hervey is about to open he
bedroom door where his wife is, he says that the light fix-
ture is a "sightless woman of marble" who is "thrusting
blindly at them a cluster of 
lights.0.30
Freya wishes to make Heemskirk suffer for trying to
kiss her. When she knows heemskirk is peeping at her, she
throws kisses to the other man, "the slowly ascending sun
brought the glory of colour to the world, turning . . . the
brig below her white—dazzlingly . . ." Prior to
this, all Is "shadoyiy" or "black shadows." Heemskirk Is not
only literally seeing; Freya is the agent in his figuratively
130
Joseph Conrad, "The Return," Tales of Unrest
(Garden City: Doubleday, rage 5 Company, 1;,20), p. ;CJI.
;
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"seeing the light. "
131
When Monsieur George enters the
abode of Rita, he finds that "in ccntrast to the dark hall
the room was most unexpectedly dazzling to my eyes, a- if
illuminated a Florno for a recept1on.
„132 George, like the
others, realizes that his woman embodies the elements at
power--she is in control of George.
It appears, then, that the color black is united
with the woman. Blackness symbolizes her mystery, impene-
trability, power, sensuality, and subconscious. Whiteness
is not as closely associated with the woman. Nevertheless,
it many times appears in connection with them. Whiteness
occurs whenever another (usually a man) realizes the signi-
ficance of the woman—ore of power and mystery.
The women aroused to passion are frequently united
with images of black and red. The association seems to
be with sexual passion (red) and its deadly implications
(black)--the power the woman has over the man. The most
prominent of these figures is that of Yrs. Hervey in "The
Return.” She is portrayed in blackness and red brilliance
in her bedroom: "The red glow from the vertical be:4;f
the grate stood out at her feet, black and curved.
She Is "like a black phantom in the red twIllEnt,"134 In
131
Joseph Conrad, "Freya of the Seven Isles," in
-1 -ies of Laa and Sea, ed. by William icFee (Garden City:
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Lord Jim Jewel realizes that Jim is going to give his life
for that of a native. In her outburst of passion, she flings
her arms about his neck to prevent his going through with
his sacrifice. While she uses her feminine charms to 1:eep
him ;.:th her, "the sky over Fatusan was blood-red, immense,
steaming, like an open vein. An enormous sun nestled crim-
son amongst the tree-tops, and the forest below had a black
and forbidding face."135 The same black and red appears
here as it did in Mrs. hervey's passion.
In The Secret Agent Winnie Verloc entices Tom into
marrying her: "Take me out of the country. I'll work for
you. I'll slave for you. I'll love you. I've no one in
uthe world. . . . Who would look at me if you don't
136
: In
the same breath she speaks of her brother's death and shouts,
"Blood and dirt: Blood and dirt!"137 or red and black, red
and black. When Freya wishes to make Heemskirk jealous, she
throws good-bye kisses passionately to Jasper Allen while
heemskirk is looking. In this passionate gesture, "her face
was rosy." In her ability to arouse but not satisfy Heems-
kirk, "she was excited, she tingled all over, she had tasted
blocd!"138 Conrad must have realized the disturbing sensa-
tion produced within himself by red and black. He wrote of
135,.Joseph Conrad, Lord Jm (Garden City: Doubleday
CoTpany, Inc., 1920), p.-77.
13j,pcnh Conr, 3eeret ;-7ent, p. 236.
17:71b1d., pp. ?76-237.
138
Joseph Conrad, u-rreya of the Seven Islcs," p. 419.
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Felicia Moorsam in "The rlanter of Malata": "All he had
captured in his first, keen, instantly lowered glance was
the impression that her hair was magnificently red and her
"179
eyes very black. It was a troubling effect.
Yrobably associated with redness in the context of
the women is the fire imagery which Meyer and Moser discover
in Conrad's fiction. Moser associates the red gleam about
Mrs. Hervey vith the fire imagery indicative of destructive
female passion.
140 Meyer sees Felicia as the personifica-
tion of fire, Mrs. Hervey as though she had been on fire,
and Heyst's death by fire as the result of Lena.141 There
are many other references made to the hand of the woman.
Meyer cites Linaard's dropping Mrs. Travers's hand "suddenly
as if it had burnt him." Willems flings his hand away fro_l
Aissa "brutally like something burning."
There are other numerous references to shoes and
fur in Conrad's i---agery found by Meyer. Albert J. Guerard
mentions that when the captain picks up Alice's shoe, he




 Yeyer declares that the many
references to feet, footwear, and fors are actually fetishes
At any rate, one must 36:r1t that the attention
139Joseph Conrad, "The Plarter of Malata," Within
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given to the feet is unusual. Meyer continues by observing
the following passage in The Arrow of Gold which takes
place when Y_onsieur George Is lookin:-. at Rita's feet:
• • • the very shape, feel, and warmth of her high-
heeled slipper, that would sometimes in the heat
of the discussion drop on the floor with a crash,
and which I would (always in the heat of the dis-
cussion) pick up and toss back on the couch.
When Edith Travers drops her sandal and picks it up, she
begins "to regain her sense of the situation and the memory
of the immediate past." When Ricardo catches sight of
Lena's foot, he "throws himself on it greedily." He "presses
his lips time after time to the instep muttering gasping
words that were like sobs, making little noises that re-
sembled sounds of grief and distress." Meyer also cites
the fact that Geoffrey Renouard looks steadfastly at Felicia's
shoe while talking to her. Besides believing that Conrad
had a foot fetish, Meyer suggests that the sandal in the
case of Mrs. Travers is iome kind of a defense against male
sexuality,
143 
and the slipper of Alice held by her father
is a symbol of his authority.
144
This imagery and outright references to the foot,
however, more than likely are connected with the statue
imagery of the heroines--the men are in a subservient posi-
tion to them or arc "dcwn on their knees" worshipping them.
::.onsleur George significantly says before his elaborstIon
of her footwer.r, "I had the time to lay my infinite
143-,Leyer, rsvchcanalvtic, pp. 295-297.
144
:hid., p. 76.
and i=ortality in all things.
adoration at her feet. . • • The men are often found
literally and symbolically prostrating themselves before
the women.
uite a few critics associate stone imagery with
Conrad's women. Aurom Fleishman finds In this stone imagery
a depiction of inorganic nature in its silence and imo-
bi1ity.
145 
Meyer finds in the allusions to statues and
stones an enduring hardness of women. He sum,I.arizes by
stating that this hardness expressed in allegories of per-
sons and statues is not hard to understand when one takes
into account the sensitive Joseph Conrad and his exposure
to disease, disaster, and death. He looked for solidity
146
Foul L. Wiley cites the
passage describing Felicia as a stone to Renouard.147 11rs.
Hervey is "strong and upright like an obelisk." Captain
hermann's niece in "Falk" is like "an allegorical statue of
the earth." Dona Rita "had a face like the faces of women
sculptured.9148 Such passages are by no means infrequent.
It is not, however, the hardness and solidity that
are so important in the interpretation of the statue imagery.
The statuary, stone, and marble allusions lie somewhere
145.
i,urom Fleishman, Conrr,,l's FolltIcs: Co7_Tunity
and Anarchy in the Fiction of Joserh Conrad (altimore: The
Jotns 1-xpkins 'Press, 13Z.'), pp. -200.
1hC,r.eyer, Psychoanalytic, 1- p. 31-32.
147Wiley, Measure, p. 161.
148V1vcr, Fsvchoannlytic, pp. 31-72.
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between the idea of falling at the woman's feet to worship
her and the death imagery connected with her. Alice Is
sitting in her garden like a statue. "Her eyes were nearly
closed, with only a horrible white gleam under the lids
as if she were dead.
H149 
Even when the statuary or stone
Is likened indirectly with women, the message is death.
Such is the case of the drawing-room of Kurtz's Intended:
The tall marble fireplace had a cold and monumental
whiteness. A grand piano stood massively in a
corner; with dark gleams on the flat surfaces like
a sombre and polished sarcophagus. . • •
She came forward, all in black.150
M. C. Bradbrook finds the atmosphere of the grave to be very
strong in this scene.151 This is certainly a description of
death symbolically indicated by the marble. The most impres-
sive associaticn between stone and death occurs in connection
with Winnie Verloc. She is described as "death itself."
The embodiment of this death is her form which was "a figure
chiselled out of a block' of black stone.fl152
The jungle or vegetation imagery is a part of the
women too. What is strange, however, is that it, too, is
associated with death or decadence. It is first necessary
to establish the relationship between the women and the
14
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ungle. This is not difficult to do. Moser points to an
unusual scene in Almayer's Folly. When Nina and Dain go
into the jungle, there are references to creepers and
flowers which reveal the femininity of the destructive
jungle. While Nina throws her arms around the neck of Dain,
parasites with pink and blue flowers strangle gigantic
trees.
153 
The life in the forest producing death is equated
with women.154 Karl finds that from Almayer's Folly to An
Outcast of the Islands the jungle is a dominant death theme.
Guerard asserts that with the jungle and the thick grass, sex
is an implicit menace. Consummation and embrace elicit Con-
rad's "gloomiest" writing.
156
Images of vegetation, like those of the jungle, are
associated with Conrad's women. Frequently the girls are
first seen sitting in a garden. When il1ce is there, "the
garden was one mass of gloom, like a cemetery of flowers
buried in the darkness."157 More unusual imagery is the
young captain's association of Alice with the odor of rotten
potatoes. As soon as the captain is aware of the awful odor
of rotting potatoes, his thoughts turn to Alice:
. . . that lot of potatoes. My bargain with all
its remotest associations, mental and visual—the
Earc'.cn of flowers and scents, 1.t? Fir' wIl.th her
153Moser, Achievement, p. 54.
1r,&
Ibld., .
155Karl, Renc',er's Guide, p. 100.
156Guerard, :Aovelist, p. 54.
15730seph Conrad, "A Smile of Fortune," p. 6S.
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provoking contempt and her tragic loneliness of
a hopeless castaway--was everlastingly dangled be-
fore my eyes, for thousands of miles along the
open sea. And as if by a satanic refinement of
irony it was accompanied by a most awful smell.
Whiffs from decaying potatoes pursued me in the
poop, they mingled with my thoughts, with my food,
poisoned my very dreams. They made an atmosphere
of corruption for the ship.15b
There is, likewise, a union of some sort between
death and consummation. As already mentioned, Dain and
Nina go out into the death-like regions of the jungle to
make love. When Anthony finally seeks a physical union in
his marriage, Powell remarks of the room they are in: "It
was very still in there; still as death."159
Exactly what all this means precisely is difficult
to say. Guerard feels that the junle is primarily the enemy
of consciousness.160 Moser thinks that the linking of the
jungle with the women and death is related to the idea that
fertility is linked with death.
161 
Wiley suggests that the
whole idea associated with decadence in "Heart of Darkness"
Is the "decadence" at the end of the century and connected
this with a failure of normal love. This Idea, he feels,
is represented in Kurtz's Intended.
162
Whatever other impli-
cations come later, all must agree so far that the fecundity,
:ystery, and danger of vcgetation are united with the wuTen.
15 Ibld., 7). 10.2.
1F,9----s Conrc:.d, Cr-nee, 143;!.
16°Albert Guerard, Jr., .Joseph Conrad: Direction
One CiarsyspPny, New Jersey: Dudicy Kembali, p. 36.
161Xoser, 4chievement, 53-54.
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Water plays an unusual role in the imagery of the
women. Water imagery sometimes suggests death. Claire
Rosenfield finds that the idea of death imaged by pools,
dark rain, stagnant water, dampness, or a devouring,
drowning sea is used to describe Winnie Verloc.163 M. C.
3radbrook discovers that when Flora and Arlette "come to
life" (are passionate), they are depicted in drowning
imagery.
164
What is important to note is that the death
associated with the sea or drowning is equated with the life-
like quality (passion) of the women. This is usually sug-
gested in connection with their long, dark hair. When
Flora de Earrel is seen finally embracing her husband, her
"hair hung back in a dark mass like the hair of a drowned
woman.”165 The lieutenant in The Rover discovers that whLn
he looks at Arlette, she "looked as if he had just saved
her from drowning. • • ." because of the way her hair
looked.
166
When Dain, Nina 's lover now in her embrace, talks
to Nina about the mystery of the sea, "Nina's head had been
gradually sinking lower."167 Kurtz's Intended "came forward
. . float1n6"16 in her abode of living death.
163Rosenfield, Snakes, p. 113.
16 
4Eradbrook, Geriun, p. 73.
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Whorl Lena feels "a sensation of warmth to her
breast," it is "like a new sort of life.
u169 
She is then
viewed supportins herself from a fall. Without stretching
the imagination, this scene is rel:iniscent of the eml-race
of Nina and Dain, Arlette and R4a1, and Flora and Anthony
in that the embrace of a woman is associated with wetness.
Of particular importance is the wetness of her hair coupled
with the sensuality of the scene. Lena is seen
. . . embracing with both arms one of the tall,
roughly carved posts holding the mosquito net
above the bed. For a long time she clung to it,
with her forehead leaning against the wood. One
side of her loosened sarong had slipped down as
low as her hip. ihe long brown tresses of her
hair fell in lank wisps, as if wet, almost black
against her white body. Her uncovered flank, damp
with the sweat of -..nguish and fatigue gleamed coldly
with the immobility of polished marble in the hot
diffused light falling through the window above her
head--a dim reflection of the consuming, passionate
blaze of sunshine outside, all aquiver with the
effort to set the earth on fire, to burn it to
ashes)-?O
When Monsieur George is 'smelling violets, Rita's scent, he
finds this is "bringing me closer to her than the closest
embrace." Still in Rita's bedroom, George finds that:
What troubled me was the sudden, as it were ma-
terial, consciousness of tine pacsin7: as water
flows. It seemed to me that It was only the
tenacity of my sentiment that held the woman's
body extended and tranc,uil, above the flood.171
Again, in the scene of an embrace, the woman is Ulu:trate:3
169Josenh Conrad, Victor-7, p. 221.
170
Joseph Conrad, Victor-, p. 222.
171
Joseph Conrad, The Arro of Gold, p• 295.
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in drowning imagery. when Alvan Hervey is about to enter
the bedroom of his wife, he feels he is completely surrounded
by women. The dramatic illustration of man's victimization
by women is seen in the maid's ascent up the stairs: He
saw her Come up gradually, "as if ascending from a well."
He feels the darkness clinging to her black skirt is "rising
like a silent flood." "It flowed from outside--it rose
higher, in a destructive silence." The lights went out
"and cn her track the flowing tide of a tenebrous sea filled
the house, seemed to swirl about his feet, and rising unchecked,
closed silently above his head.u172 Certainly this feeling
of drowning is associated with his giving in to the sexual
powerz. of his wife--he goes to her to make amends though to
no avail. Perhaps the tie between the waters and the women
is as Din says: "The sea, 0 Nina, is like a woman's heart. 
173
There is also a strange connection between the women
and the sallinc7 vessels of the sea. Jasper Allen has his
manliness united with a brig:
His feelings for the brig and for the girl were as
dissolubly united in his heart as you may fuse two
precious metals toRether in one crucible.174
When the brig is destroyed, he is sent into delirium. The
destruction of the brig brings about anemia and death to
Freya. Freya and the brig.: seem to be identified In the
depths of hls mind. In "The Prute" a ship is described
172
Joseph Conrad, "The Return, pp. 308-309.
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deliberately and misleadinvly to suggest a woman:
She did her bert to break up my pluck for me
tho'. She jolly near drove as fine a fellow
as ever lived into a madhouse. • • . It used
to Lake me sick to think of hp.' going about
the world murdering people.1(-1
;Is a steamer passes in "Heart of Darkness" bearing the dying
Kurtz, the image of a woman is pictured in the description.
Harry in "Tomorrow" draws an analogy between women and ships:
"A ship's a ship. You love her and leave her, and a voyage
isn't a marriage.
'1176 
Moser points out the fact that in
The Hager of the Narcissus, there is only one woman in the
7ideal world and that is the I:arcisrus.
17
' In "A Smile of
Fortune" the captain of the Hilda is grieving because he
has lost the figurehead of his ship at sea. He is not con-
soled by being told that he can replace it. His reply is
"I would just as soon think of getting a new wife."173 The
figurehead is, incidentally, that of a woman. The woman's
tie with the ship or brig is undoubtedly made to illustrate
her more important union with the sea.
In addition to the imagery mentioned, there is also
imagery used which portrays the women as androgynous. The
most masculine woman who comes to mind immediately is Mrs.
175
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Fyne in Chance. She is described as a terribly unfeminine
person who has three daughters and continually surrounds
herself with women. She represents anything which is against
women's traditional role. In The Arrow of Gold Monsieur
Georee is the victim of an Amazon whose head is "delicately
mascul1ne."179 Nathalie has characteristics which carry
a masculine stamp. Meyer asserts that a symbolic phallus
is on the woman's person: (1) Lena hides a knife in the
folds of her skirt, (2) Rita has the arrow of gold in her
hair, (3) the women have piercing glances, and (4) the wife
of Gaspar Ruiz wears a sword that she "loved to feel beating
upon her thigh.
.481
1-eyer even finds that in describing the
dress of the women, masculine apparel slips into the pic-
ture.182 The importance of this is probably overemphasizd
by some. More than likely, what is creeping into the imagery
of the women is, as Gillon says, Conrad's Victorian negation
of the independent woman.183 Conrad writes in Nostromo in
reference to Antonia: "A woman with a masculine mind is not
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An awareness of Conrad's conscious attitude toward
women is necessary to an understanding of his fiction. He
thought that the woman who arouses one should be pursued.
Any other path would be dangerous and unnatural:
Pairing off is the fate of mankind. And if two beings
thrown together, mutually attracted, resist the neces-
sity, fail in understanding and voluntarily fall short
of the--the embrace, in the noblest meaning of the
word, then they are committing a sin against life, the
call of which is simple. Perhaps sacred. And the
punishment of it is an invasion of complexity, a tor-
menting, forcibly tortuous involution of feelings,
the deepest form of suffering from which indeed some-
thing significant may come at last, which may be crim-
inal or heroic, may be madness or wisdom--or even a
straight if despairing decislon.185
His plots bear out the attitude toward women expressed in
this passage. The imagery of his female coracters, however,
reveals not only his unconscious attitude toward women but
:Lore strikinly and profoundly the nature of his "feminine
mystique." It reveals that, though Conrad believes a woman
should be pursued, she Is at the same time a mysterious,
deadly, passionate force to be feared and revered.
195





THE WOMAN AND THE PLOT
Some feel Conrad's women characters do not contribute
much to the advancement of his plots; his stories would fare
just as well without them. However, this is not true. The
women characters are essential even in his plots centering
on the all-male world of the sea. In still other works the
women are responsible for almost every action.
Megroz says that Nostromo would be reduced by half
in depth as well as length without the women, Mrs. Gould
and Viola's daughters.
186
Mrs. Gould has the idealism tl.,qt
her husband has and is responsible for encouraging him in his
own. She enters Conrad's moral world and is just as corrupted
by the mine as her husband.187
The "Heart of Darkness" is usually considered a sea
story with virtually all of its characters being men. Quite
antithetical to this belief is the fact that "Heart of Dark-
ness" is a work about the female element. Already mentioned,
the native c7 4_r1 in the jungle ane Kurtz's Intended are the
two most important characters in the work beccluse they embody
186
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what the entire work is really about. The Intended, through
imagery, is linked to Kurtz and has no separate existence
without him.
188 When Kurtz dies, the place where she lives
is like a tomb--she is dead too. The native girl is actually
the heart or "soul" of this darkness. The girl and the dark-
ness are one and the same. Guerard finds that this same dark-
ness is one of "passivity, paralysis, and immobilization; it
Is from the state of entranced languor rather than from the
monstrous desires that the double Kurtz, this shadow, must be
saved." He goes on to say that Freudian theory suggests that
this preoccupation may indicate a fear of the feminine.
129 So
it is that the "Heart of Darkness" is really essentially and
primarily a story of the woman.
Even in Lord Jim the role of Jewel is so significnt
that through her one Is able to observe Jim's irresponsi-
bility.
190
He is a dreamer who does not really see his ties
with this world. If one can discover the Importance of the
women in the better "sea stories" that appear to have no
meaningful women, it is obvious what is to be expected from
Ccnrad's writings which have more apparent female roles.
The events of Victory are the result of the action
two vomen.
191
The hero, Heyst, can do nothing and will
1S0Lil1ian Feder, "Marlow's Descent into Hell," in
neteenth-Centurv Fiction, ed. by gradford A. Booth
(E'erkeley: University of California Preas, 1q55), P.
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Even the victory is Lena's.
193 
In Almayer's
Folly, Nina is the great power. She is the stimulus that
drives her father to seek gold; she is the avenue through
%hich her father wishes to gain renpectability.
194
In The
Arrfw of Gold, Rita is the controlling factor in both the
Carlist intrigue and the episode of romantic love.
195
In
Chance Flora de Barrel is the main influence over Anthony
as well as her father. It is her decisions and moves that
bring about the action in the plot.
Although the women characters are most significant
wherever they appear and at times carry the main action en-
tirely, it is true that their frequency of appearances in
the works and the detail in their descriptions vary through-
out the writing career of Joseph Conrad. The appearance of
these women characters--including what they represent--and
the attention given them by Conrad appear to vary to a great
extent with the quality ;of Conrad's writing ability as he
himself recognized. When he is able to disguise their
menacing sexual significance, there seems to be no problem
for Conrad. On the other hand, Conrad apparently falls into
a creative vacuum if the female protagonists and their in-
fluence aro recognized by Conrad for what they are.
192
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Critics apparently find the conflicts in Conrad's
plots to center around Man vs. Himself; they diecuss in
depth the conflict between a man and his conscience. If
mentioned at all, the women are found, for the most part,
not to enter this moral world (Some find Mre. Gould an ex-
ception.). Another conflict which is just as prevalent
and more directly connected with the women characters is
Kan vs. Man (woman). The man and the woman are continually
In opposition to each other.
One of the characteristics of Conrad's women--
aggressiveness--is indicative of this basic conflict in the
works of Joseph Conrad. Their aggressiveness is epitomized
In the words of Mrs. Fyne when she states in Chance, te• • •
no consideration, no delicacy, no tenderness, no scruples
should stand in the way of a woman. -6 Sometimes the
women look passive while actually manipulating events so as
to bring about their own desired results. Lena in Victory' 
manipulates heyst into falling in love with her by saving
his life at the risk of her own)97 The victory is apparently
Lena's. Sometimes the aggressive nature of the women is a
complete surprise to the men they encounter. Adam Girton
finds this to be true in Joanna's sudden independence and
hate of Willes in An Outcast ef the Islands. Willems had
always thought Joanna very submissive. Mrs. Almayer in
Alr.aver'  Folly also savagr.ly hated her husband and wished
195Joserth Conrad, Chance, p. 59.
1C7Gurho, Ginnt, p. 214.
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for revenge.
198 When the women die, they are triumphant
over the men. Bernard Meyer finds that when Lena and Freya
die, they are victorious.199 Thomas Moser discovers that
even the villains in Conrad's novels are helpless against
aggressive female opposition: Ortega in The Arrow of Gold,
Blunt in The Arrow of Gold, Scevola Rron in The Rover, and
Jorgensen in The Rescue. Not only do the women prove to be
aggressive in combat with villains but also in an amorous
display of affection. Moser points out that Dain tries to
prevent a kiss by Nina in Almaver's ,Folly. Nina kisses him
anyway. Her surrender to Dain is described in terrs of her
own victory or aggression.
200 Leo Gurko discovers that there
is a sexual aggressiveness in Conrad's women generally. He
uses as a good illustration Flora de Barrel and Captain
Anthony of Chance. Anthony and Flora marry, but Anthony does
not encourage a consummation of their love because of his
peculiar, chivalrous notions. When Anthony comes to believe
that Flora has married him out of desperation, he expresses
to her his acceptance of her desired freedom. Flora's re-
action is that she virtually has Anthony consummate their
marriage immediately. This aggressive nature seems to have
core to the surface even Yher Conrad tried to make hls women
pathetic. Moser says that when critics remarked of the
198
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sensual-animal quality of Alice Jacobus in "A Smile of
Fortune," Conrad said, "--goodness knows why. I tried to
make her pathetic."
201
Aurom Fleishman does not say Conrad 's
women are aggressive, but he does say that they are unaovern-
able in the Asian tales.202
Not only are they aggressive, ungovernable, or how-
ever one wishes to classify them, Conrad's female characters
are actually destructive. Their destructiveness, moreover,
is channeled into the ruin of the men who love them. Dain
borders on suicide because of Nina's tormenting love.203
Tom Lingard's passion for Edith Travers in The Rescue is his
destruction. His yielding to the emotion of love caused him
to lope all power of thought and action. Lingard's dream
of the two of them together brings about the loss of his grip
on rea1ity.
204 By submitting his love to Edith, Tom Lingard
becomes an active agent in his own ruination.205 Rita in
The Arrow of Gold, likewise, brings destruction to the soul
of M. George.
206
Geoffrey Renourd in "The Planter of Ealata"
has both his strength and security destroyed when Felicia
201Ib1d., p. 97.
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Moorsom enters the fictional stare.207
61
The destructibility
of Felicia Moorsom is further emphasized by the fact that
she is unable to love her fiance fully until he is deal.
- urko suggests this same charactP!'istic in Flora when, be-
cause of her, the men on ship notice a change in Captain
Anthony: irritability and exasperation.
208 Amy Foster Is
the one responsible for the collapse of her marriare to
Yanko Gooral in "Amy Foster." Yanko dies misunderstood as
well as broken-hearted. Gurko attributes his tragic death
to Amy's lapse into provincial stupidity.
209 
Regardless
of the cause, a woman 18 responsible again for the sorrow
of a man.
It is significant to note the way in which Freya
Neilson of "Freya of the Seven Isles" brings torture and
ruin upon the men in love with her. She has two to contend
with; however, this fact hardly handicaps her destructive
powers. Freya subjects one to a crushing defeat by con-
stantly postponing their marriage and destroys the other
by blowing kisses to his rival when she knows he is watching.
Freya's only wish is to torture. Claire Rosenfield claims
that Winnie Verloc in The Secret Acent is ultimately a
destructi7e "rother."
210
The characters know intuitively
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The Arrow of Gold because of Ortega's wound, the doctor
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assumes that there is a woman somewhere behind the events
that led to Ortega's wound.
3y no means is the destruction wrought by women
limited to men. Gurko indicates that Flora de Barrel is
continually victimized by women. Flora's governess humiliates
her, a widow turns her out because she isn't cheerful, her
female relatives torment her, a jealous wife throws her out
of domestic employment because of suspicion, and finally
Mrs. Fyne wrecks her marriage.211 Meyer traces this
ruinously injurious quality of the female in thirty-one
stories, which are all the major fictional works except a
few short stories. Of these stories twenty-five protagonists
are emotionally involved with a woman. The result is that
seventeen of these heroes lose their lives directly or in-
directly because of women in their lives. Eight of these
men escape with little more than their lives.
212
The conflict, then, that exists between the man and
the woman is evident. Moreover, this kind of conflict,
Man vs. Kan (woman), underlies the plot structure of a
number of Conrad's writings. As often as the woman is part
of the narrative and attracts the sexual interest of a man,
she is in opposition to that man.
The manner in which the woren are introduced and the
way in which they are developed in the plot of the novels
211Cur:-To, Giant, pp. 203-204.
212-Yeyer, Psvchoanalvtic, pp. 273-274.
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are also significant at this point. Most critics agree
that Joseph Conrad's characterizations are unique in many
different ways; this uniqueness includes the women as well
as the men. It is the characters that are important in the
plot. The sensational settings are merely a background for
influencing the actions and thoughts of the characters.
213
The women are very much a part of the dramatic move-
ment as well as the emotional and intellectual growth of
the characters in the plot. Robert Haugh discusses these
characteristics of the female characters in relation to
the vital part Flora plays in Chance. Haugh calls this
Conrad's Progression d'eff ,lt, the selection and arrangement
of story elements in the plots.
214
The sequence of events is most important in Conra:r.'s
method of characterization. The amount of information Con-
rad reveals at any one time about one of his characters and
the manner in which these bits of information appear--mostly
through flashbacks--show this to be true. Because this
method is so successful, Conrad is at times able to transform
a minor character into a central figure.
Hence, Conrad's characters are revealed In striking
ways. 1.1egrez finds that Conrad's characters may be evaluated
by their past.
215
Certainly this is true with the women
213Richrrd Curie, Josenh Conrad and His Characters
(ew York: Russell & Russell, 1957)7-177 13.
214Robert F. Haugh, "Conrad's Chanee: Progression
d'efff'ct," in Kedern Fiction Studies ed• b- Maurce BtcLe4
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characters inasmuch as there are numerous flashbacks in
relation to them. In Conrad's descriptions, simplicity and
comple::ity are combined. Throuvh the use of flashbacks,
Conrad makes it difficult to know whether to consider Rita
de Lastaola the lady of the arrow of gold or a freckle-
faced girl.
216
The most significant part of Conrad's characteriza-
tions is the way in which the women are "pieced together"
so that they finally become complete or whole characters.
Sometimes this takes the form of a woman shifting from a
minor character to a central figure. Richard Curie sums up
this aspect of Conrad's art in his discussion of Flora. He
finds that the true Flora is seen in the very last chapter
of Chance. However, "• • • in retrospect, and allowing for
the inevitable development from youth to maturity, much that
emerges in the end can be glimpsed throughout her whole
story.u217 Likewise, Lena, under the influence of Heyst
reveals the "real core of her character."
218
Edward Said
discovers that the figure of Mrs. Hervey in "The Return" is
transformed from a "neglected doll into the central figure."219
Joseph Conrad also puts into his plots something extra
to rake his oharactere unforgettable. Kegroz believes that
216Tbiei., 
P. 169.
217Cur1e, his Characters, p. 203.
2181bid., p. 223.
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the death of Lena has this something extra that makes her
death an unforgettable event and, thus, Lena a memorable
character. MeFroz calls this the "unforgettal7e gesture
that compels our realization." When Lena is shot, the
reader is not aware of the shooting until Heyst is aware
of the event that has taken place. This circumstance keeps
the reader from taking her death lightly.
220 By witnessing
an event at the same time as one of Conrad's characters in
the story, the reader is more a part of the action. The





ThE WOMEN Ala) CONRAD'S THILOZOFHY.
Although Conrad's portrait of the woman is partly
a mystique, defying the laws of logic, she does play a
major role in his fiction as he expounds a rational phil-
osophy. Indeed, his mystique of the woman often determines
4
1 the way in which he presents his message.
By equating the woman with the jungle and the dark-
skinned races, for instance, he presents her as a manifesta-
tion of the same mysterious, primal force. The jungle
imagery previously tied with the woman should leave no doubt
as to their connection. They are both deadly, mysterious,
and impenetrable. The literal relationship between the dark-
skinned and the jungle needs no elaboration; moreover, Con-
rad leaves no doubt in the mind of the reader as to this
same impenetrabllity of the dark-skinned races. Adam Gillon
notes that when Almayer and Willems take a woman of a dif-
ferent race, they find that she is a total stranger.
221
:ilson Follett relates the fact that Conrad felt that "race
is an insoluble enigma, . . . alluring of mysteries . .








especially when distinguishing the dark-skinned race. The
only relationship comprising this primal force left in ques-
tion, then, is that between the woman and the dark-skinned
race. Isabel Colbron indicates this relationship exists
when she wrote: "The sheltered woman of Occidental civiliza-
tion, and the woman who was the soul of the savage jungle,
meet in the bond of primitive womanhood, which is the one
phase of woman's life that seems to hold and interest Mr.
Conrad, the one phase that calls out his best work.
"223
Conrad feels there is something so basic in women that any
woman Is related to the dark races through their women.
The most illustrative depiction of this primal force probably
exists in "The Heart of Darkness." In this work the very
soul of the mysterious darkness is a woman, a dark-skinned
individual, and also a member of the unknown jungle.
The power of this primal force is more than likely
best exemplified in the author's handling of the conscious
and the subconscious. Although he did not deal with these
elements as such, Freudian theories not yet having been
formulated, he must certainly have been aware of inner motives
as well as surface motives. Some critics recognize Conrad
as a forerunner in the exploration of this psychological
maze of the mind.
In this exploration, the women, as agents of the
primal force mentioned earlier, are most meaningful. Moser
223
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equates the female menace with darkness, death, and
truth.
224
Conrad leaves his reader no doubt as to the
woman's relevance to the inscrutableness and irrationality
of the cubconscios. Claire Rosenfield finds that irration-
ality, the unconscious darkness, and death describe Winnie
Verloc.225 Winnie is "unconscious femininity.
1226
Visiak
recognizes that Dona Rita had "something secret and obscure
which is in all women.
,227 
Megroz notes that women are
considered irrational by Marlow's statement that "if women
are not rational they are indeed acute.
,228
Guerard realizes
that Real thinks Arlette is mystericus,229 while Gillen states
that Alice remains a mystery to the young captain to the
very en .1 of the work. Gillon, in the saTe vein, notes that
”Lena is "like a script in an unknown language. . . .230
Eloise Knapp hay discovers that Nathalie represents the
truth Razumov is hiding. She confronts Razumov with the
fatality that Razumov found in Haldin, her brother.231
224
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Walter F. Wright reports Conrad believed that
whatever is suppressed below the level of consciousness will
destroy the mind.
232
For this reason, then, Conrad's women
characters embody the inner pools into which those searchincr
for truth must penetrate. However, the ambiguity of the
situation is that penetration likewise brings about destruc-
tion.
Hence, the men are destroyed when they become aware
of this force. As victims of woman, the men arrive at truth
in their realization that women represent the force which
has destroyed them. In support of this view, Gillon notes
that Mrs. Hervey's return brings the knowledge to her hus-
band that they hsve only viewed the surface233 or the
conscious world. Furthermore, Gillon states that he has
never looked at "the dark, hidden, inner regionsu234 or
arrives is a ter-the subconscious. The truth at which he
revelation.235
He claims he cannot stand it. The women repeatedly
Introduce the inner, hidden world of sensuality to the man.
Tom Lingard becomes aware of the sensual power Edith Travers
has had over him and reveals it in his last interview with
her. The result is that Linrnre becomes isolated; he no
232
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longer belongs to either the white or the black community.
The significance of his plight will be discussed in connec-
tion with the themes of isolation and solidarity. Lena
exposes to Hcyst the world of sensuality. Lena's original
name is Alma. Lee Y.. Whitehead discovers that "Alma" is a
modern Arabic term for a dancing girl or courtesan.236 Heyst
finds her sensuality to be his downfall.
The truth which the women characters unveil is more
than sensuality. Felicia Moorsom reveals to George Renouard
his sense of isolation when she turns him down as a husband.
Aissa reveals a similar isolation of Willems to him when
she brings to his attention the reality of solidarity--the
group is dominant over the individual.
The woman is also able to find the truth in herself.
Megroz notes that "Conrad's women arrive at truth, when they
are not blinded by their limitations or their sufferings,
as many of Conrad's men are, more directly and unerringly
than men."237 Karl notes that Flora de Barrel comes to
understand herself. Karl does not think this realization
brings about her destruction possibly because she is so
innocent.2" v;night suggests that Flora's identification
with Anthony is the factor that enables her to live.
236Lee M. Whitehead, "Alma Renamed Lena in Conrad's
Victorv," EnL-lish Langusre Notes, III (September, 1965),
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Contrarily, though, Wright finds that Anthony has enabled
her to be free from self-analysis. Before being freed from
her preoccupation with self-analysis, Flora wished to die.239
Follett states that Lena also has a victory over herself,
"over some half-unacknowledged thing in herself that has been
oppressed.,1240 As a result Lena gives her life for Heyst.
Guerard sees "A Smile of Fortune" as such a lesson in self-
knowledge.
241
Undoubtedly what Guerard is talking about is
Alice's revelation to the captain of the illusion of his own
imagination. At first he is charmed by her; however, he
later feels nothing. Concerning this realization, he says:
And as I lingered in the cruel self-knowledge I
felt the '.,ouch of her arm falling languidly cn my
neck and received a hasty, awkward, haphazard kiss
which missed my lips. No: She was not afraid;
but I was no longer moved. 242
The captain fancies himself the rescuer of the poor little
social outcast. She later reveals this concept to be non-
existent so far as she is concerned. The captain no longer
has anything to rescue. As already stated, Jasper Allen's
masculinity is united with his brig in "Freya of the Seven
Isles." Upon its destruction Freya becomes aware of her
own Inner role--the destroyer of masculinity. This awareness
leafs to her own death. Aurom Fleishman summarizes this
paradox that exists in connection with Winnie Verloc. This
239
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knowledge, he says, "causes people to destroy each other
when they learn evils formerly veiled." By the same token,
WinniL realizes her helplessness without knowledge.
243
Allan 0. McIntyre explains this idea In his article
about Conrad and his philosophy. The philosophy concerns
the functions of the mind. McIntyre finds the naked "fact"
basic to Conrad's epistemology. Facts underlie all existence;
they appear very hard to grasp. Although they occur outside
the mind, once they are inside the mind, they become a part
of memory. Memory gives these facts personal coloring:
"What the memory holds is not fact, or even useful informa-
tion, but the flickering glows of meager praise and faint
slights." Ideas are nothing but "the disguised servants of
our passions." Conduct is based upon these ideas. "The f,-!%4
simple ideas are the several Insplrating illusions each man
clings to which makes life a little less of a burden.
u244
Perhaps these illusions must exist. Truth is unbearable.
Joseph Conrad wrote in his Reminiscences about the
importance of fidelity:
Those who read me know my conviction that the world,
the temporal world, rests on a few very simple ides;
so simple that they must be as old as the hills. It -.24
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The women in Conrad's fiction are symbolic of the sin of
betrayal, in their relationship with men. Gillon notes
that "Conrad's lonely . . . are an affirmation of human
solidarity. Earl's isolation proves that no person with a
conscience can live by himself.'1246 Of those who charac-
teristically betray is the woman. Haugh notes that Jewel
is all wrapped up in her wen fears. She reaches her dreaded
end because she does rot trust her fellow man.
247
She has no
belief in solidarity. Amy Foster betrays her husband when
he needs her. When the husband cries out for water in his
foreign language, Amy runs away with their child. Inasmuch
as the rest of Conrad's women are isolated individuals or
outcasts, they are, like Jewel and Amy, betrayers.
Moreover, a woman often leads a man into the act of
betrayal. Gillon finds that Captain Whalley in "The End of
the Tether" recognizes that he almost betrays society because
of his daughter.248 He will attempt to pilot a boat when
he cannot see at all for the sake of her. Arsat betrays
his brother for the sake of a woman.
240
  Wiley relates that
because of Lena, Heyst wants detachment for Lena and hirself.
250
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Willems betray Lingard and Almayer.251 Because of Flora
de Barrel, Anthony detaches himself from human life and
betrays solidarity; he tries to be something better than
human, he is chivalrous to the point of absurdity. The
result, as Wiley states, is "something less than human.
u252
Eloise Knapp Hay concludes that Razumov betrays himself by
submitting to Nathalie as a woman and a Russian. By sur-
rendering to her, Razumov surrenders to Haldin, her brother.
253
Wiley discovers that Conrad's philosophy of humanism (or
solidarity) is expressed in Conrad's comment concerning
•
Willerrs and Aissa in their isolation and despair at the
end of An Outcast of the Islands: "They both long to have
a significance in the order of nature or of society.
'1254
The half-white daughter of Lingard is a factor in
Almayer's betrayal of his inner convictions. In spite of
thoughts to reconsider, he marries her in order to get his
dream of gold.255 In gereral, Conrad's theme of romantic
love cannot be divorced from the theme of isolation. Be-
cause of their betrayal of the human community (they wish
to be separated from it), the lovers find love painfu1.256
251
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The sin of betrayal causes one to become an outcast.
The term "outcast" expresses an individual suffering "moral
degradation." The outcast violates the moral law.
257
To
be an outcast means one has been separated from human
solidarity.258 This idea is probably best stated by one
of the characters in Lord Jim: "We exist only in so far as
we hanE together."259
The woman is also essential in revealing the funda-
mental discrepancy between illusion and reality. The woman
as an illusion is sought. Illusions are, of course, essential
to life. Gillon finds that Felicia becomes an illusion to
Geoffrey Renouard because he is unwilling to admit that
she is not going to return his affection.
260
Flora de Barrel
Is a dream to Roderick Anthony. She is "something as incredible
as the fulfillment of an amazing and startling dream in which
he could take the world in his arms--all the suffering world--
not to possess its pathetic fairness but to console and cher-
ish its sorrow." The passage goes on to state that "Anthony
walked slowly to the ship and that night slept without
dreams."
261
Anthony need not dresm: he has in his waking
state a dream--Flora. Visiak notices that Rita Is to George
257
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Even In sleeping dreams, there is Rita.
She tells George to dream .262no more
Even though these dreams (women) must be sought,
they cannot be attained. This is so often found to be
the case in Conrad's works. Fleishman finds the failure of
Verloc's and -e,innie's marriage to be a result of their mis-
taken view of that institution. Winnie feels the ideal
marriage should establish Stevie, her ward, as a eon.
263
The world of George and Rita is likened to a dream: "This
world is not a world of lovers, not even for such lovers as
you Lwo who have nothing to do with the world as it is."264
LinEard's illusory vision of Edith Travers and himself proves
fatal, he thought there was a life for them together; there
could not be one. This dream of his causes him to lose his
hold on real1ty.
265
The woman sometimes surrenders to a dream. Nathalie
Haldln's illusion, Fleishman says, involved "mystical pop-
ulism." Conrad may have thought her one of those individuals
who must live in an illusion.265 Nathalie also subscribes
to idealism.267 Crankshaw feels that Conrad introduces
252
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Theresa in order to keep D6iTa Rita a more earthly individ-
ual.
258
Otherwise, DoiTa Rita would be too illusory. Edith
Travers falls under an illusion too. The dropping of her
veil symbolizes Edith's surrender to a dream of beina with
Tom. She realizes that Tom Lingard has no place in her
world. She puts her veil back on and does not pursue the
dream.269 Bancroft sees Freya as living in a dream when he
states that she is in love with love.270
On still another level, Conrad reveals a conflict
between the ideal and the sensual. Wiley sees the Captain's
fallare as breaking "the erotic spell of Alice to the girl
as a human being in distress." This leaves conflict in the
back of the tale. The same conflict, he feels, Is settled
in Chance.271 Almayer's Folly illustrates the corruption
of the will by passion because Damn and Nina are slaves
of their sensuality.272 Willems and Alssa have the same
conflict in An Outcast of the Islands.273 The wilderness
symbolizes this same moral corruption in Lingard and Edith
of The Rescue.274 Robert O. Evans sees the Intended in
268
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he heart of Dnrkness" as an agent in Marlow's realization
of the "ethical nature of life."275 Stewart Wilcox finds
the native girl in the same tale to have a "deep involvement
with the flesh." 411cox thinks that Kurtz is forever lost
to both women--embodying flesh and spirit—because he trusted
no human being.276 Mr. Wiley even sees the relationship
between the hero and the villain as picturing this same con-
flict. The villain is the hero's evil double. The villain
with erotic impulses must be conquered; the hero must conquer
his own sensuality.277
Nevertheless, Conrad does present a road to redemption
and salvation. The woman is most active in this redemption.
Arlette is able to find a place for herself in society when
she forgets herself. Her confession brings this about.2"
Nathalie Haldin is responsible for bringing about a confession
from Razumov. This confession is the climax of his severe
psychological struggle.279 Donald C. Yelton asserts that
Nathalle's removal of her veil preludes Razumov's confession
that he betrayed her brother.
280
Perhaps the many other
275
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instances of women removing their veils implies a like
revelation, a confession.
Meyer finds that it is often a woman that the hero
seeks in order to make a confession. The hero hopes to
evoke forgiveness from the woman and an expression of her
love. Meyer finds this same theme to be true with Heyst,
Jasper Allen, Captain Anthony, Decoud, Verloc, Falk, the
Capataz, Razumov, Renouard, and even Kurtz. Lena acts as
an agent in the act of redemption. Lena says she is called
Alma. Besides its meaning mentioned earlier, the name im-
plies that she has spiritual qualities.281 Flora de Barrel
is also able to look within herself for her own salvation.
282
There are other ways, as the woman illustrates, to
achieve salvation. Arlette's dream portrays the need of
a substitute for sacrifice to remove guilt. Only this will
make her love affair possible. This substitute is found in
Feyrol; he dies so that the union can exist.
283 Meyer be-
lieves that the ultimate goal and salvation of the hero is
found in a mother. This is true in the case of Razumov.
Razumov goes for Tekla; he finds In Tekla such a mother.
284
Ferhaps the other numerous "mother-son relationships" between
lovers are there for the same reason.
281
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It is obvious, then, that those who find the women
excluded from Conrad's moral universe are not looking
closely enough. The women are in their own way very much
a part of t. E:ven thouEh the fiEures are at times illusive,
they are, nonetheless, crucial to what Joseph Conrad has to
say.
Joseph Conrad's attitude toward his women, one dis-
covers even by a superficial examination of his works, ap-
pears to be different depending upon which work one is study-
ing. Perhaps this Is one of the reasons why critics disagree
so much about Conrad's attitude toward women.
F. R. Leavis thinks that Conrad had quite an uncom-
plicated attitude toward women.285 MeEroz believes the
feminine characters actually enhance the realism, while fra
faults which exist are the result of the plot.286 "In gen-
eral, Conrad delights In the contrast and contact of male
men and female women.',287 M. C. Bradbrook holds that Con-
rad's fictional women are just "too aerial" and do not even
seem to belong to this world because of that. All in all,
the women are treated by Conrad with too much restraint.
288
They are not fully described. The result is that the woman
is 111:e Arlette, "a body without a mind." Ehe is the shell
285
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that is characteristic of Conrad's women.289 Moser asserts
that Conrad wishes unconsciously to save the men from the
women in nove1s.29°
W!th the entrance of these women upon Conrad's fic-
tional staEe, the element of romantic love enters accordingly.
Inasmuch as these women are controversial, so is the romantic
theme that they introduce. Obviously this element was quite
troublesome to the man whose conception of women was so am-
bivalent. Guerard sees clumsiness and evasion in Conrad's
approaching the subject of sexual attraction. This evasion
leads to a "major vulgarity" in Conrad's works.291 Gillon
holds that Conrad's treatment of this theme cannot be separated
from the traditions of Polish romanticism. There is an at-
mosphere both spiritual and moral from the romantic chival-
rous tradition of the Polish landed gentry .292 Nevertheless,
one should recognize the fact that Gillon is unable to find
any direct influence of either Polish romantic poetry or
literature.293
Most critics notice a change in Conrad's philosophy
occurring about the time Chance was written. However, the
interpretations as to exactly what takes place at this time
are many.294 Guerard discovers that around 1910 "Evil and
299Ibid., p. 72.
290!,:oser, Achie-;e7cnt. n. 109.
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failure in this new cleansed moral universe are presumed
to come from outside rather than from within.
",295 Love now
replaces loyalty to the community. Meyer finds that Con-
rad's work after 1910 contains women who are not really
alive (They lack variety and individuality.).296 After
1910 there are only broad generalizations which include the
hatred and worship of women. Meyer attributes this loss
of individuality which existed in the earlier characters
to an illness of Conrad.297
Moser does the most detailed study tracing this
the lne of roTrantic love throughout Conrad's literary career.
Moser notes that of the earlier period, the bad works all
deal with love in a major way: Almayer's Folly, An Outcast
of the Islands, and Tales of Unrest.2" He also discovers
that the odd imagery creates confusion.
299 In writing
"The Idiots," Conrad found he needed relief. The relief he
needed he found in "An Outpost of Progress." Conrad described
it as having "no love interest in it and no women--only
3C0incidentally." He succeeds in "Amy Foster" only because















is concealed in her passivity and lack of imagination.301
In addition, most critics mention the extreme difficulty
Conrad had with "The Return." He found it necessary to put
it away for a twenty-year period. From the very beginning,
Conrad hated the book: "What I've written seems to me too
contemptible for words. 1+302 Conrad also wrote about "The
Return": "There are some things I must leave alone." How-
ever, when it came to the womanises The Secret Sharer, Joseph
Conrad wrote: "The Secret Sharer, between you and me, is
it. Eh? No damned tricks with girls there. Eh?"303
Freya marks the turning point, for Conrad decided to
finish Chance in which the central theme is love. This de-
cision determined his decline.3°4 Karl believes that in
Chance Conrad believed that the universe was man and woman
centered.305 In Victory, too, Conrad appeared to be all for
love. The last words of a dying man in that novel are:
"Woe to the man whose heart has not learned while young to
hope, to love--and to put its trust in life:"306
But, as Gurko points out, the love scenes consist
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scenes which should be somewhat passionate, the lovers
blurt out what amounts to nothing. In "A Smile of Fortune,"
the young captain is seen embracing Alice: "I tightened
my embrace in time, gasping out, 'No--you don't!' as if
n308she were my mortal enemy. There are many other such
passages of which this one is characteristic. Moser traces
the existence of a "brief perfect honeymoon" in the later
'eve stories--Victory, Chance, The Arrow of Gold, The Rover,
The Rescue, and Suspense. In addition, these works intend,
as Karl finds in Chance, the moral that love between a man
and a woman is Conrad's greatest concern.309
There are those who feel Joseph Conrad proved himself
capable of handling the subject of romantic love. Leo Gurko
accounts for the belief that Conrad could handle romantic
love by pointing out the subtle accounts of the marriages of
the Goulds and the Verlocs, the convincing treatment of sex
in An Outcast of the Islands, and the description of Willems
when he sets eyes on Aissa.3lo This is not quite so. Mrs.
Gould is virtually inarticulate and lacks effective communica-
tion with her husband. She realizes that she is losing her
husband to the silver mine, and, as Crankshaw indicates, she
conceals from her husband the news of Montero's victory for
material interests.311 The fact that r. and Yrs. Gould
308
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have a relationship more like a mother and son than a wife
and husband has already been mentioned. What appea is
that although the conscious Conrad may indeed inte7 -] for
his women and their influence to be positive or cifirmative,
it in obvious that they are not.
Kany find that with the introduction of the woman
into the plot, there results in the words and actions of
the male characters concealed and blatant misogyny. Guerard
finds hidden misogyny in Victory:
The indefinable emotion which certain intonations
save him he was aware, was more physical than
moral. Every time she spoke to him she seemed to
abandon to him something of herself—something
excessively subtle and inexpressible, to which he
was infinitely sensible, which he would have missed
horribly if she were to go away. ,12
Similar passages suFgesting Conrad's misoFyny are in the work.
He also finds that Under Western ,Eves is not entirely free
of woman-hatred although there is a new security and assurance
In the presence of the "female menace."313
Others find blatant misogyny in the words and actions
of the characters. Meyer points to Earlow's long speech in
Chance:
As to honour--you know--its a very fine medieval
inheritance which women never got hold of. It
wasn't theirs. Since it may be laid an a general
principle that women always cet what they want,
we must suppose they didn't want it. In addition
they ere devoid of decency, I mean masculine decency.
Cautiousness too is foreiFn to them—the heavy rea-
sonable cautiousness which is o.,:r glory. And if
they had it they would make of it a thins of pension,
312Guerard,  p. 277.
313 JThld n 220.
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so that its own mother--I mean the mother of
cautiousness--wouldn't recognize it. Prudence
with them Is a matter of thrill like the rest
of sublunary contrivances. 'Sensation at any
cost' is their secret device. All the virtues
are not enough for them; they want also all the
crimes for their own. And why? Because in such
completeness there is n9wer--the kind of thrill
they love most. . . .314
Guerard finds the misogyny in Victory to be a neurotic ele-
ment that is too explicit and unqualified. This is said
by recognizing Ricardo's very implausible passage: "I
have a good mind to shoot you, you woman-ridden hermit,
you man in the moon, that can't exist without--no, it won't
be you that I'll shoot. It's the other woman-lover--the
prevaricating sly, low-class, amorous cuss:"315 The very
embodiment of evil (the villain) in Victory has a terrific
horror of the feminine presence.316
This misogyny, naturally, is found to affect the situ-
ations of romance. Meyer declares that carnal love is blem-
ished with the presence of cruelty, evil, and sadism.317
Guerard believes that Conrad's sympathy is with Dain when
Dain and Nina go into the forest. Dain or Conrad remarks
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In the midst of all the controversy, there does
emerge a uniformity in Conrad's attitude toward his women
characters. One needs, first of all, to recognize the fact
that the imagery associated with the women is consistent in
all his works. Hence, whether or not Joseph Conrad wished
to effect a change in attitude with the writing of Chance 
is problematical. The fact is the elements of the post-1910
works are in harmony with those prior to that period.
Conrad is unable to deal with that which is feminine
In a relaxed manner. It is as if Conrad were self-conscious
in his approach to the subject. Yoser finds that there is
either an exclusion or a preoccupation with the subject.3"
It is almost as if Conrad either preferably excluded the
woman or threw himself into their creation with the determina-
tion to write about those matters about which others had
already written successfully. Even when Conrad deals directly
with romantic love, there Is a pairing off done in so much
haste that one must conclude that he did not feel at ease
with the theme. 20
Joseph Conrad himself realized that he had difficulty
portraying romantic situations. As mentioned, he found it
necessary to rie himself of the "damn triclIs" with Eirle
In order to produce The Secret Sharer. At the end of The
Arrow of Gold, .'.ocer discovers, Conrad apologizes for his
deficienoy:
319




Love as is well known having nothing to do
with reason, being insensible to forebodings and
even blind to evidence, the surrender of those
two beings to a precarious bliss has nothing very
astonishing in itself; and its portrayal as George
attempts it, lacks dramatic interest. The s(nti-
mental interest could only have a fascination for
readers themselves actually in love. The response
of a reader depends on the mood of the moment, so
much so that a book may seem extremely interesting
when read late at night, but might appear merely
a lot of vapid verbiage in the morning. My convic-
tion is that the mood in which continuation of his
story would appear sympathetic is very rare. This n
consideration has induced me to suppress it. . . .3r-1
Conrad implies an awareness of an ambivalence in his approach
to the subject of women. The next concern, naturally, is
what exactly his approach or attitude was.
Is the apparent misogyny in his works indicative of
Conrad's true attitude toward women? This is hardly the
case. The passages termed "vociferous misogyny" suggest
more of an attitude of the mystery of women indicative of
fear. Moreover, the entire range of opinions voiced by
the characters in Conrad's works point to the mystery and
lack of understanding in the relation of man and woman.
Since Chance deals most explicitly with women, it is signif-
icant to observe what is said about women in the work. In
regard to the fidelity of women, Marlow remarks:
There is not between women that fund of at least
conitional loyalty which men rv depend on in
their dealings with each other.% 2
Concerning tie wo7;:an's relation to the man, Marlow says:
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Mainly I resent that pretence of winding us around
their dear little fingers, as of right. Not that
the result ever amounts to much generally. There
are so very few momentous opportunities. It is
the assumption that each of us 4,2 a combination
of a kid and an imbecile. . . .-23
In connection with the woman's power, Marlow says:
. . . the mere fact of being a woman was enough to
give her an occult and supreme significance. And
she would be enduring, which is the essence of
woman's visible, tangible power.324
The resulting mystery of the woman is epitomized in Marlow's
saying:
A young girl, you know, is something like a temple.
You pass by, and wonder what mysterious rites are
going on in there, what prayers, what visions7)25
Even while Marlow makes these comments, he succumbs to Flora
de Barrel. He is responsible for keeping Flora from commit
ing suicide and attempts to prevent Mrs. Fyne from ruining
Flora's marriage.326 Therefore, one sees that Marlow contra-
dicts himself much as Conrad contradicts himself. Conrad
feels, it seems then, that as much as he conceives woman as
a being of mysterious, fearful, and powerful influence, he
is still drawn to her. So self-conscious about women and yet
so drawn was he to them that he would have had people believe--
including himself--that he had romances that did not in real
life exist. This troubled attitude toward women is revealed,
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associated with them, and finally throuFh the content of





The facts of Joseph Conrad's personal life enable
one to understand more fully his women characters. From
childhood to maturity, Conrad had disappointing relationships
with women. The attachment Conrad had for his mother proved
to be a frustrating one; his mother died when be was only
seven years old. In his middle teens, Conrad's affection
for the opposite sex was thwarted either by one young lady's
heartless reaction (Tekla Syroczynska) or Conrad's own in-
hibitions because of hie lack of self-confidence (Janina
Taube). In order to hide from others the fact that he could
not relate to women, Conrad Invented the tale that he was in
a duel over the mistress of the Pretender to the Spanish
throne. Not long after this supposed event, Conrad was sup-
posedly involved with another girl, according to Gerard
jean-Aubry, the author of the definitive biography of Joseph
Conrad. Aubry's assertion is absurd. For one reason, Con-
was Interested in Kademoiselle E:uFenie at this same time.
Secondly, when Conrad discovered that Eademoiselle Eugenie
was already engaged, he hardly behaved like a man who had a
Ereat deal of experience with women and certainly not 11!ce
a -:an who would court two women at the same time. While he
had to be on the same island as Mademoiselle Eugenie, he
secluded himself; when he was able to leave the isl 1, he
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never returned to it. His reaction to her engagement was
like that of a schoolboy.
In spite of these disappointing encounters, Conrad
entered into a warm, Platonic relationship with a woman,
Madame Foradowsak. However, the relationship appeared to
be like that between a mother and a son. Conrad did marry
in 1896. The marriage, though, appeared to resemble a
mother-son relationship just as the one between him and
Madame Poradowska. In addition to the obvious connection
one miEht make between the personal relations Conrad had
with women and his fictional women, some critics specifically
find prototypes or sources of his fictional heroines in the
women mentioned.
The characteristics of Conrad's women reveal them as
aEgressive, destructive creatures responsible for the downfall
of the man. In addition, they are isolated, inarticulate,
and, therefore, impossible to communicate with. Even the
marriages In Conrad's works lack any real communication.
There are always obstacles to the consummation of the love
between the women and the men: the women's inhibitions,
their fathers, and the highly idealistic behavior or chivalry
of the male. :.any of the women, moreover, have some physical
characteristics in common: white, strong teeth; dark, long
hair; and height. All the characteristics indicate the power
of the woTr.n.
Althouz these characteristics provide insight into
the nature of Conrad's women, the imagery associated with them
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is equally as revelatory of their role in his fiction. The
heroines are frequently associated with cats. They are also
connected with certain colors: red, white, and black. The
blackness seems united with the woman and symbolic of her
mystery, impenetrability, sensuality, and connection with
the subconscious. The women, however, are not directly
responsible for the whiteness appearing around them. When-
ever the man realizes the power the woman has over him, the
woman appears in brightness. This brilliance or whiteness
seems to represent another individual's (usually a man's)
realization of the significance of the woman--she is all-
powerful even though mysterious. The red occurs when the
woman is aroused to passion. The statue imagery seems to
symbolize, like the many references to the feet of the women,
the subservience of the man to the woman. The water imagery
and the many connections between women and boats suggest their
union with the mysterious sea. The imagery associated with
the women, as well as explicit statements in Conrad's works,
suggests that he consciously thought women should be pursued,
in spite of the fact that they were a mysterious, deadly,
passionate force to be feared and revered.
There figures contribute much to the advancement of
Conrad's plots. This is true not only in the works consisting
of a plot centering around romantic love but also in the all-
male vorld of the sea. Some works like "Heart of DarknesR"
are essentially about the female element. Nevertheless, the
frequency with which the women appear seems to depend upon
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whether or rot Conrad is able to disguise their significance.
If Conrad is successful in disguising their significance, he
has no trouble; if their significance is revf led to him, he
has problems and many times must even put the work aside.•
Eecause of the nature of the woman, the basic conflict is
. 4 i.:an vs. Man (woman). 1,:oreover, the woman emerges the victor.
These women are also important in the plots because of the
way in which they are "pieced together"--information about
them and facets of their personalities are revealed so that
at the end of a work, there appears a complete figure.
Although the woman is portrayed as a "feminine mys-
tique," she is successfully used in revealing Conrad's phil-
osophy. The Jungle, dark-skinned race, and woman are manifes-
tations of the same primal force. The woman, as an agent of
this primal force, illustrates Conrad's thoughts concerning
the conscious and subconscious. The woman is obviously asso-
caited with the irrationality of t'-:e subconscious. Since Con-
rad believed the subconscious of a man must be realized by
him (each individual man), the fictional men are depicted as
continually trying to penetrate the mystery of the women.
The men, though, are destroyed when this is accomplished.
The women introduce the world of sensuality to the man. The
truth or Inner motives the women reveal is more than sensu-
ality. sometimes the woman finds truth or hidden motives
within herself. The truth, noretheless, is unbearable. Fven






The woman also illustrates the sin of betrayal. She
is quite often responsible for leading the man to the act
of betrayal; at times she even betrays herself. 'ihese fic-
tional women characters
and reality. The woman
fore, although she must
Besides the discrepancy
reveal a discrepancy between illusion
is often related to a dream. There-
be sought, she cannot be attained.
between illusion and reality, the
conflict between the ideal and the sensual is shown through
the women. It appears that the erotic must be conquered.
In spite of the shortcomings of the woman, Conrad does
present a road to redemption. There is the road to redemp-
tion through confession (usually a confession of a man to a
woman) and throuqh a substitute as a sacrifice (in the case
of Peyrol) to remove the woman's guilt. The women, then,
are very much a part of the moral universe in Conrad's writ-
ings.
Despite all the controversy, there emerges in the
philosophy of Joseph Conrad a definite attitude toward a
woman. She is associated with the sensual, subconscious, and
mysterious forces which control man. Like a fla-le to a moth,
she attracts man irresistibly but fatally to her.
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